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ABSTRACT

Author: RedCorn, Raymond, M. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Conversion of Municipal Organic Waste into Higher Value Acids and Sugars
Committee Chair: Abigail S. Engelberth
Food waste and sewage sludge were studied for their ability to be up-convert to higher
value products under three different scenarios; food waste conversion to lactic acid, glycogen
quantification in waste activated sludge from municipal wastewater treatment facilities
performing enhanced biological phosphorous removal, and finally the conversion of either food
waste or sewage sludge to rhamnose biofilm via acid phase digestion.
In studying the conversion of food waste to lactic acid, three factors where opportunities
exist for process improvement; freezing of samples during storage, discontinuous pH control, and
holdover of fermentation broth between fermentations, were studied. Freezing samples prior to
fermentation was shown to reduce the production rate of lactate by 8%, indicating freeze-thaw
should be avoided in experiments. Continuous pH control can achieve both higher lactate
accumulation and higher production rate. Finally, holding over fermentation broth was shown to
be a simple method to improve production rate (by 18%) at high food waste loading rates (>140 g
VS L-1) but resulted in lower lactate accumulation (by 17%). The results inform continued process
improvements within the treatment of food waste through fermentation to lactic acid.
Glycogen is a chief metabolic storage pool in bacteria performing enhanced biological
phosphorous removal (EBPR), and is a potential resource for the production of bio-based fuels
and chemicals. These bacteria are settled out in the wastewater treatment process to form waste
activated sludge (WAS). To more fully understand the resource potential of glycogen in WAS,
two lab-scale quantification methods were compared to ensure suitable assessment; acid
treatment (0.9M HCl) and alkaline treatment (5M KOH) both at 100°C for 3 hours. Alkaline
treatment recovered only 58% of glycogen in known standards versus 96% for acid treatment.
The acid method was successfully applied to WAS from seven different treatment facilities,
which ranged from 2.5 to 2.8% of solids as glycogen. The results represent the first broad survey
of glycogen in full-scale EBPR systems and indicates that it is a modest resource potential.

xiv
Finally, the conversion of food waste or sewage sludge to rhamnose was studied.
Rhamnose is a high value carbohydrate used as a precursor for flavorings, aromatics, and
cosmetics, but also as a biosurfactant in the form of rhamnolipids. A rhamnolipid producing
culture was seeded from wastewater sludge, and found to convert carbon from a model acid
phase digestate to rhamnose and ribose within the biofilm matrix. The biofilm was characterized
to inform rhamnose production potential. Microbial community analysis revealed a highly
diverse biofilm community that does not include prior known rhamnose producers.
Carbohydrate production in the biofilm was associated with nutrient limiting conditions, and
found highest at a C:N ratio of 28 (mmol-C:mmol-C). Rhamnose production was highest from
glucose, followed by propionic acid, acetic acid, lactic acid, valeric acid, and butyric acid.
Overall, the work indicates that rhamnose production is achievable from mixed organic waste
sources via acid phase anaerobic digestion.

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation
Development of a renewable resource-based economy requires steady and consistent

reducing sugar feedstocks. Biorefining is becoming more competitive with petroleum refining due
to advancing technology and economies of scale; however, feedstock costs will continue to be a
limiting factor. Feedstocks can account for 20-40% of the final product of biorefineries (Choi and
Lee, 1999; Ekşioğlu et al. , 2009). Current biomass feedstocks consist largely of corn, sugar cane,
and a growing share of lignocellulosics, which requires harvesting, storage, and transport of bulky
solid material to the biorefinery. Logistics are estimated to account for 90% of the biomass
feedstock cost (Ekşioğlu et al. , 2009). Meanwhile, crop yield is subject to volatility due to climate
and weather. In contrast, feedstocks for petro-based fuels and chemicals are produced predictably
from stationary wells and usually piped directly to the refinery. These differences, in part, account
for the current corn starch cost of ~$0.70 kg-1 carbon vs. ~$0.42 kg-1 carbon for crude oil
(International Starch Institute, 2017; NASDAQ, 2017; Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineer
and Canadian Institute of Mining, 2002; Speight, 1999). Feedstock prices are not stagnant;
uncertainty of feedstock costs and availability are a major barrier to attracting long-term biorefining investments (Reynolds, 2002). Biorefinery operations require cost-effective year-round
supplies of feedstocks to compete with petroleum. The present work focuses on processing
municipal organic waste to supplement the biorefining feedstock requirement.
Two major municipal organic waste streams are abundant; food waste and sludges from
wastewater treatment operations. In the U.S. 27 million tonnes of food are wasted every year,
which costs $800 million USD for disposal (EPA, 2007). Likewise, 224,000 dry tonnes of primary
sludge and 2.3 million dry tonnes of secondary sludge are produced annually from wastewater
operations in the U.S. (Primary Sludge based on 45 L d-1 cap-1 and 4.3% solids and secondary
sludge based on an average 80 kg dry solids cap-1 yr-1 both at 318 million people) (Tchobanoglous
et al., 2014). Processing and disposing of these sludges can constitute up to 50% of operations
and maintenance costs for wastewater treatment facilities (Appels et al., 2008).

2
1.2

Summary of Work
This body-of-work includes three projects undertaken to inform the utilization of food

waste and sewage sludge, produced by municipalities, as feedstocks for the production of higher
value products. First, the conversion of food waste to lactic acid was evaluated to increase lactic
acid production through varying secondary factors. First, the objective was to determine the effect
of pH control interval, the effect of freezing, and the effect of holding over fermentation broth on
lactic acid concentration. The resultant lactic acid is useful in the production of polymers,
oxychemicals, and solvents (Datta and Henry, 2006).
Second, the presence of glycogen in waste activated sludge was quantified at multiple
wastewater treatment facilities to inform the economic viability of recovering the glycogen. Lab
scale wastewater treatment reactors have been shown to contain 23% of solids as sugars,
indicating resource potential (Cech and Hartman, 1993; Carlos D. M. Filipe et al., 2001).
However, it had yet to be analyzed at full-scale wastewater facilities. It is envisioned that
glycogen can be substituted for corn starch in bioprocessing operations, and that lysis of the
waste activated sludge to recover glycogen, could also enhance degradation of the sludge in
anaerobic digestion. The objectives of the study were to determine where in the wastewater
treatment plant the greatest sugar concentration existed, compare testing methods to determine if
cellulose, which present in full-scale wastewater treatment facilities, could interfere with testing,
and determine the average concentration of glycogen in waste activated sludge at full-scale
facilities.
Finally, acid phase digestate, from the degradation of mixtures of food waste and sewage
sludge, was converted to rhamnose through aerobic biofilm fermentation. The resultant
rhamnose is a high value sugar with applications for flavonoids (Hofmann and Schieberle, 1997;
Lang and Wullbrandt, 1999; Shaw and Ho, 1989) and aromatics (Schwab and Wilfried, 2013),
but also as a biosurfactant in the form of rhamnolipids (Ochsner et al., 1995; Syldatk et al.,
1985). The objective of the study was to characterize the biofilm by analyzing carbohydrate
response to varying nutrient levels of feedstock, as well as carbohydrate response to varying
organic acids in a simulated acid phase digestate feed. Finally, the microbial community was
characterized to determine if novel rhamnose producers existed.

3
In combination, these studies contribute knowledge to the process of converting a wide
array of mixed organic waste to useful products, possibly using existing wastewater treatment
infrastructure.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Introduction
Food waste and sewage sludge have the potential for conversion to higher value organic

compounds within biofilm through a two-step process; first acid phase digestion to a mixture of
volatile fatty acids, but also lactic acid, followed by aerobic conversion to carbohydrates. Acid
phase anaerobic digestion is an established process of converting a wide variety of these waste
sources into a mixture of volatile fatty acids and lactic acid (Eastman and Ferguson, 1981; Li et
al., 2014; R. RedCorn and Engelberth, 2016; Sakai et al., 2000). Two broad biological routes are
considered for the aerobic conversion of acid phase digestate to carbohydrates; exopolysacharides which are present in biofilms matrices, or intercellular polysaccharides in the
form of glycogen. The formation of intercellular glycogen actively happens within existing
wastewater treatment facilities performing enhanced biological phosphorous removal.

2.2

Conversion of Acid phase Digestates to Biofilm Exopolysaccharides
Biofilms convey multiple advantages in this scenario, foremost of which is their ability to be

produced year-round, regardless of climate, to stabilize the feedstock market. Biofilms are high
in carbohydrates including glucose, galactose, rhamnose, arabinose, xylose, mannose, and
glucose monomers (Horan and Eccles, 1986; Parsons and Dugan, 1971; Zhang et al., 2015).
Hexoses are most abundantly produced carbohydrates in biofilms and can be double the
concentration of pentoses (Horan and Eccles, 1986; Tsuneda et al., 2003). Uronic acids are
present as well (Gaudy and Wolfe, 1962; Horan and Eccles, 1986; Jorand et al., 1994). These
carbohydrates are thought to aid in the cells adhesion to the fixed surface (Tsuneda et al., 2003),
but also serve as a carbon storage pool for the organisms that generate them and therefore are
polymerized in readily degradable form (Freeman and Lock, 1995; Zhang et al., 2015; Zhang
and Bishop, 2003). Unlike intercellular carbon storage compounds, cells in biofilms do not have
to be lysed for harvest (Pellicer-Nàcher et al., 2013), leaving the potential for intact cells to be
recycled in biofilm production. Of the two broad categories of biofilms produced, fixed growth
films (aka attached growth) are more advantageous than suspended growth films (aka flocs).
Fixed biofilms can grow at up to twice the rate (Ellwood et al., 1982), are more energy efficient
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for operation (Pabi et al., 2013), and are more resilient to changing conditions (Duddles et al.,
1974; Lazarova and Manem, 1995; Olem and Unz, 1980). Fixed growth biofilms have been
observed with equal polysaccharides to suspended growth biofilms by total mass, but with up to
twice the fraction of carbohydrates by exo-polymeric material (Mahendran et al., 2012; Tsuneda
et al., 2003). Comparatively, suspended growth biofilms have a greater fraction of proteins and
humic substances among exopolymers (Mahendran et al., 2012; Wilén et al., 2003). This is
expected as proteins are important for floc binding in the absence of structural support, in part
because the proteins contribute to the hydrophobicity of the floc (Jorand et al., 1994; Mahendran
et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015). Among the obstacles to fixed growth biofilm are the operational
foot print and the mechanisms to harvest the fixed film (Tchobanoglous et al., 2014). Overall,
fixed growth biofilms are an attractive biorefining feedstock.
Despite many advantages, the potential of biofilms as feedstocks for biorefining operations
has yet to be evaluated. Biofilms have primarily been evaluated treating waste below 600 mg
COD carbon and COD:Nitrogen ratios typically below 25, but in one case up to 50 (Fang et al.,
2002; Mahendran et al., 2012; Montoya et al., 2008; Tsuneda et al., 2003). Exceptions include
industrial wastes up to 7900 mg COD with COD:N ratios below 24 (Sponza, 2003).
Correspondingly, carbohydrate concentrations have been below 32% of exoplymeric substances
(EPS) (Mahendran et al., 2012; Sponza, 2003; Tsuneda et al., 2003) In contrast, acid phase
digestate from sewage sludge and food waste degradation can range from 8000 to 61,000 mg
COD L-1 and COD:N ratios of 16 to 176 (Eastman and Ferguson, 1981; Lim et al., 2000; R.
RedCorn and Engelberth, 2016). It is hypothesized that higher COD:N ratios, observed in acid
phase digestates, will lead to a greater fraction of carbon routed to carbohydrates in biofilm.
Stress and toxicity have also been hypothesized prior as mechanisms to induce biofilm
carbohydrate formation (Nielsen and Jahn, 1999; Sponza, 2003). Biofilms demonstrate promise,
but their potential to convert higher strength waste to carbohydrates requires further study.

2.3

Conversion of Acid phase Digestate to Biofilm Exopolysaccharides
Biofilms are a matrix that bind cells together and are composed primarily of carbohydrates

and proteins. Biofilms tend to be high in polysaccharides that include glucose, galactose,
rhamnose, arabinose, xylose, mannose, and glucose monomers (Horan and Eccles, 1986; Parsons
and Dugan, 1971; Zhang et al., 2015). Additionally, uronic acids have also been found to be a
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major consitutent (Gaudy and Wolfe, 1962; Horan and Eccles, 1986; Jorand et al., 1994).
Among the monomers, hexoses have been found to be double the presence of pentoses in biofilm
(Tsuneda et al., 2003), with glucose, galactose, and mannose the most significant (Horan and
Eccles, 1986).
These carbohydrates are thought to provide two main functions for the bacterial
community in the biofilms. First, they aid in aid in adhesion when cells are growing on a fixed
surface (Tsuneda et al., 2003). Second, the biofilms are carbon pools for the organisms that
generate them, so they are often present in readily degradable forms. This has been shown by
biofilms that are degraded by their own producers (Zhang and Bishop, 2003), and specifically
biofilms that are degraded rather than internal carbon reserves when the biofilm is carbon
(Freeman and Lock, 1995). This theory is supported by the presence of extracellular proteins
capable of hydrolyzing the polysaccharides (Zhang et al., 2015).
Two broad categories of biofilms exist; submerged growth biofilms which are suspended
in an aqueous environment and do not need a physical structure to adhere to, or fixed growth
biofilms which adhere to a surface. The typical scenario for an attached growth biofilm is a
trickling filter. Trickling filter biofilms are advantageous for the conversion of acid phase
digestate to carbohydrates. Fixed film growth can occur at up to twice the rate as suspended
growth (Ellwood et al., 1982), trickling filter bioreactors are more energy efficient to operate
than their activated sludge counterparts (Pabi et al., 2013), fixed growth films are more resilient
to changing conditions (Duddles et al., 1974; Lazarova and Manem, 1995; Olem and Unz, 1980).
Of primary interest for converting acid phase digestate to carbohydrates is the fact that
fixed growth films typically contain a greater fraction of polysaccharides. Fixed growth biofilms
exopolymers have been shown to have greater carbohydrates than proteins (Tsuneda et al.,
2003). In one case 32% of exopolymers were composed of polysaccharides in comparison to
15% polysaccharides for suspended growth, although by mass fraction polysaccharides and
proteins were similar (Mahendran et al., 2012). Among polysaccharides, a large fraction can be
present as uronic acids; glucouronic acid and galactouronic acid can comprise 6 to 30% of the
polysaccharides in activated sludge (Horan and Eccles, 1986).
While carbohydrates are significant in fixed film growth systems, proteins, and to some
degree humic substances, dominate more in suspended growth (Wilén et al., 2003). Proteins
have been shown to act as binding agents to stabilize suspended flocs (Zhang et al., 2015), which
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is less necessary in fixed film growth. Proteins are a greater fraction of the biomass in in
suspended flocs (Mahendran et al., 2012). Although suspended flocs have greater overall EPS
(Mahendran et al., 2012). The higher concentration of polysaccharides in biofilms is also
associated with higher hydrophilicity versus suspended growth (Jorand et al., 1994; Mahendran
et al., 2012).
These experiments have typically occurred at low carbon concentrations. Table 1.1
shows a selection of studies of carbohydrates utilizing fixed biofilm and the carbon substrate fed
to the biofilm. These feed levels are relatively low (below 500 mg COD L-1) in comparison to
other feed levels. In comparison, digestate from sewage sludge and food waste degradation can
range from 8000 to 61,000 mg COD L-1 (Eastman and Ferguson, 1981; R. RedCorn and
Engelberth, 2016) and COD:N ratio can range from 36 to 176 (Lim et al., 2000; Raymond
RedCorn and Engelberth, 2016). Biofilms demonstrate promise, but their potential to convert
higher strength waste into a reducing sugar feedstock has yet to be determined.
Table 2.1- Select Studies of Carbohydrates in Fixed Growth Biofilms with Respective
Feedstocks

2.4

COD level of feed (mg COD:NH4
L-1)
(mg:mg)
364
18.2

Percent of EPS
as Carbohydrates
32%

Reference

400

1.6

10-14%

450

24

3%

(Tsuneda et al.,
2003)
(Sponza, 2003)

(Mahendran et
al., 2012)

Conversion of Acid Phase Digestate to Intracellular Glycogen with Glycogen Accumulating
Organisms
Glycogen accumulating organisms (GAOs) are another possible route to convert a mixed

acid phase digestate to a reducing sugar feedstock. Used carbon from the degradation of a wide
variety of waste sources, in the form of volatile fatty acids (VFAs) and other monomers, and
assimilate the carbon into glycogen, a reducing sugar feedstock similar to starch. GAOs have been
shown to accumulate up to 23-50% of their cellular mass as glycogen, without process
optimization (Cech and Hartman, 1993; Carlos D. M. Filipe et al., 2001). Waste sources including
sewage sludge, food waste, macerated biodegradable plastics, and macerated paper based products,
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could be transported via existing wastewater collecting pipelines, settled out, pretreated, then acid
phase digested to a mixture of VFAs and carbohydrate monomers. Subsequently feeding the VFAs
to GAOs for conversion to glycogen, and extracting that glycogen, could provide a year-round
reducing sugar feedstock for biorefining operations, as shown in Figure 1. It is known that GAOs
are present and active in the activated sludge stage in wastewater treatment plants, but overall
glycogen reserves in these systems are not well known. Many bio-based materials could be
recycled by advancing this method, and a mixture of waste sources could become a stable input
for existing and future biorefineries.
GAOs are known to compete for an array of substrates in wastewater treatment facilities;
however, their potential to reliably produce high yields of glycogen has yet to be explored. GAOs
have been well studied and their metabolism successfully modeled (Cech and Hartman, 1993;
Carlos D. M. Filipe et al., 2001; Liu et al., 1997; Lopez-Vazquez et al., 2009b; R. Zeng et al., 2002;
R. J. Zeng et al., 2002). Net yields of glycogen per unit of VFAs have remained low, with 8%
carbon conversion (R. J. Zeng et al., 2002). This low yield is due in part, to the feeding of GAOs
in the anaerobic phase to mimic their role in wastewater. As a result, carbon is first converted to
PHAs prior to conversion to glycogen resulting in carbon losses (R. J. Zeng et al., 2002).
Furthermore, these tests have been performed within the narrow range of pH conditions typically
experienced in municipal wastewater (pH 6-8), and at the low carbon concentrations typically
experienced in the effluents of primary treatment (<400 mg COD L-1) (Cech and Hartman, 1993;
Carlos D. M. Filipe et al., 2001; R. J. Zeng et al., 2002). GAOs demonstrate promise, but their
potential to convert waste into a reducing sugar feedstock has yet to be determined.
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Figure 2.1- Envisioned role of GAOs as carbon recyclers in the biorefining industry
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2.4.1 Characteristics of the GAO Phenotype
GAOs are a phenotype of organisms that generally express similar metabolic functions. In
anaerobic conditions, GAOs metabolize glycogen to generate ATP and NADH2 which in turn
powers uptake of VFAs as well as conversion of the substrate to PHAs (Carlos D. M. Filipe et al.,
2001; Liu et al., 1996, 1994). The types of PHAs produced (e.g. PHB, PHV, PH2MV) are varied
to achieve intracellular redox balance as each pathway consumes a different level of NADH2 (R.
J. Zeng et al., 2002). In aerobic conditions, PHAs are degraded and glycogen reserves restored
potentially at a net gain in glycogen (R. J. Zeng et al., 2002).
The metabolic trends of GAOs are similar to phosphorous accumulating organisms (PAOs)
with the exception that PAOs also degrade their polyphosphate reserves during the anaerobic phase.
As a result, PAOs increase phosphates in the bulk liquid of the anaerobic phase, and decrease
phosphorous in the bulk liquid in the aerobic phase (Smolders et al., 1994). Thus, the two
phenotypes compete under similar conditions and the presence of phosphorous is one factor that
can modulate that competition (Cech and Hartman, 1993).

The distinguishing feature of

phosphorous release and uptake in the presence of the other metabolites is used as confirmation of
a culture dominated by PAOs rather than GAOs (Carlos D. M. Filipe et al., 2001; Whang and Park,
2006; R. J. Zeng et al., 2002). The typical metabolite trend that defines the GAO phenotype is
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2.2 - Typical profile of liquid phase and biomass for a GAO dominated bioreactor. In the
anaerobic stage, glycogen in the biomass phase is degraded to power the uptake of VFAs from
the liquid phase which are then assimilated as PHAs in the biomass phase. In the aerobic stage,
PHAs are converted back to glycogen in the biomass phase. During the duration of the process,
phosphates stays consistent in the liquid phase because PAOs are absent from the reactor, GAOs
cannot assimilate the phosphate into the biomass phase. Figure from (van Loosdrecht et al.,
2016), originally adapted from (Lopez-Vazquez et al., 2009b).
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The competition of PAOs and GAOs within wastewater treatment operations has been the main
motivation of GAO research. Thus, many experiments have been constrained to conditions and
configuration of a typical wastewater treatment plant. Nonetheless, these works give insight into
the conditions under which GAOs outcompete, and their probable metabolic pathways.
2.4.2 Factors Affecting GAO Competition and Glycogen Accumulation
Temperature, pH, SRT, dissolved oxygen concentration, length of aerobic phase, and phosphate
concentration have all been identified as significant factors for the selection of GAOs. Many of
these factors affect substrate uptake rate and can be used to enable GAOs to stockpile carbon at a
higher rate than PAOs. Acetate or propionate are the most commonly tested substrates on GAOs
and thus the metabolism of these substrates is better characterized than other substrates.
2.4.2.1 Temperature
Temperature has significant effects on substrate uptake rate. When anaerobic acetate
uptake rate was compared in PAO and GAO dominated reactors at 10, 20, and 30°C it was found
that PAOs consumed 0.49, 1, and 0.89 mg-C/g-MLVSS/minute respectively, whereas GAOs
consumed 0.41, 0.87, and 1.34 mg-C/g-MLVSS/minute respectively (Whang and Park, 2006). The
substrate uptake rate is approximately equivalent between 19°C near 22°C with PAOs having
higher uptake at lower temperatures and GAOs having higher uptake at higher temperatures
(Lopez-Vazquez et al., 2009b, 2007; Whang and Park, 2006). Increased temperature also modestly
increases the maintenance coefficient (Lopez-Vazquez et al., 2007). As a result, increased
substrate uptake at higher temperature may convey competitive advantage but does not necessarily
translate to higher glycogen content. The minimum glycogen consumption and maximum PHA
production in the anaerobic phase have been shown to occur near the point of highest competition
at 20°C (Lopez-Vazquez et al., 2007). This is supported by evidence which suggests that at 30°C,
the ED pathway for glycolysis is favored over the more efficient EMP pathway (Mcilroy et al.,
2013; Oehmen et al., 2010). The anaerobic stoichiometry is unchanged from 15 to 35°C while the
aerobic stoichiometry is unchanged from 10 to 30°C in Gammaproteobacteria dominated cultures;
a common class which some GAOs fall under (Lopez-Vazquez et al., 2009a). The differences in
the temperature effects on the two phases indicates an opportunity to optimize each phase
separately. Above 35°C growth was limited in the aerobic phase for Gammaproteobacteria GAOs
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(Lopez-Vazquez et al., 2009a). Similarly acetate uptake rate in the anaerobic phase increases up
to 35°C but decreases significantly thereafter, indicating an upper temperature bound for GAO
metabolism near 35°C (Lopez-Vazquez et al., 2007).
2.4.2.2 pH
Another factor to affect substrate uptake rate, as well as substrate uptake energy, is pH.
At pH between 6 and 7, using either acetate or propionate, GAOs can more rapidly accumulate
substrate than PAOs, whereas PAOs have higher uptake rates above pH 7 (Carlos D. M. Filipe et
al., 2001; Lopez-Vazquez et al., 2009b). In conjunction with faster substrate uptake, lower pH
also reduces the energy required (ATP) for substrate uptake and results in less glycogen
degraded per unit acetate uptake (Carlos D. M. Filipe et al., 2001). In general, pH lower than 6
have yet to be studied, and it is unknown if further reduction in energy can be achieved below
pH 6. The effect of pH on glycogen reserves when taking up propionate does not appear as
significant because the ATP required to power substrate uptake is negligible (Oehmen et al.,
2006).
Additionally pH can affect net glycogen yield by affecting the ratio of PHV/PHB in PHA
storage with a higher fraction of PHB as pH decreases (Carlos D. M. Filipe et al., 2001). PHB
has a lower stoichiometric yield of glycogen than PHV (R. J. Zeng et al., 2002) indicating that
while lower pH may reduce glycogen consumption in the anaerobic phase it does not necessarily
translate to increased net glycogen yield when PHAs are converted to glycogen in the aerobic
phase. In the aerobic phase, pH 7.5 demonstrated higher glycogen production from equivalent
PHAs than pH 6.5 and 7, however these were not found to be significantly different (Carlos
D.M. Filipe et al., 2001). Confirming this lack of significance would indicate less need for
control of pH in the aerobic phase.
2.4.2.3 Solids Retention Time (SRT)
SRT, or sludge age, has been studied but the effects are inconclusive. Older sludge has
been associated with a higher fraction of GAOs over time (Rodrigo et al., 1999). This factor
appears tied with the effect of temperature and substrate uptake rate as a 10-day sludge age (a
relatively long sludge age) can still lead to dominance of PAOs at 20°C whereas, at 30°C GAOs
dominate (Whang and Park, 2006). It may be that longer sludge age favors GAOs simply
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because cultures were transferring from a PAO to a GAO phenotype under GAO favoring
conditions and higher retention time in the reactor enabled GAOs more cycles to establish. If
true, this theory would indicate that longer sludge age is only beneficial to GAOs when starting
from a PAO culture and SRT could be reduced after the GAO culture is established. An SRT of
7 days has been used to successfully cultivate GAOs previously (Carlos D. M. Filipe et al.,
2001).
2.4.2.4 Dissolved Oxygen
Reducing equivalents, in the form of NADH2, are produced during the conversion of
PHA to glycogen, as well as during the production of cell growth precursors in the TCA cycle.
Dissolved oxygen enables exchange of these reducing equivalents for ATP via oxidative
phosphorylation. Part of the ATP is consumed for glycogen production, therefore, it is expected
that adequate oxygen supply is important to glycogen optimization. PAOs have been shown to
have a higher affinity for oxygen than GAOs, therefore GAOs remain competitive at higher
oxygen concentrations in the aerobic phase (Carvalheira et al., 2014). Glycogen production and
PHA consumption rates more than doubled with an increase in DO concentration from 2 to 8 mg
L-1 and at 8 mg L-1 were nearly four times that of PAOs (Carvalheira et al., 2014). Maximum
glycogen concentration was achieved at 8 mg L-1(fully saturated) although this appears in part
due to the higher rates of production and the length of the experiment (Carvalheira et al., 2014).
Extending the aeration time from 2h to 9h also led to selection of a predominantly GAO culture
over time when all trials were held at 2 mg L-1 (Carvalheira et al., 2014). It is important to note
that aerobic consumption of glycogen has been observed over extended periods (Lanham et al.,
2014; Vargas et al., 2013). This research indicates that an extended aeration phase could be
beneficial when culturing the GAO phenotype but too much aeration could result in glycogen
losses.
2.4.2.5 Substrate
Competition by PAOs can be inhibited by providing a phosphorous content which
approximates normal cell content without polyphosphate accumulation. An influent
phosphorous of 2.2 mg P L-1 has been effective for GAO culturing and corresponded with an
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approximate biomass P concentration of 1.5% total solids, which represents the expected
phosphorous incorporated into nucleic acids (Carlos D. M. Filipe et al., 2001; Mino et al., 1985).
2.4.3 GAO Metabolism
2.4.3.1 Anaerobic Metabolism
During anaerobic metabolism, glycolysis of glycogen occurs via the EMP pathway,
although the ED pathway also exists in some GAOs (Mcilroy et al., 2013). Glycolysis produces
ATP to power uptake of VFAs as well as perform cell maintenance (Carlos D. M. Filipe et al.,
2001; Mcilroy et al., 2013; Nobu et al., 2014). Cell growth is typically not recognized as part of
the anaerobic process and is not considered a major sink of ATP (Carlos D. M. Filipe et al., 2001;
R. J. Zeng et al., 2002). The VFA’s are converted to the intermediates acetyl-CoA or propionylCoA. The ratio of acetyl-CoA to propionyl-CoA is important because it affects the glycogen yield.
The ratio depends partly on redox potential because both acetyl-CoA and propionyl-CoA are
activated with additional reducing equivalents to prepare them for polymerization into PHAs, as
shown by the following stoichiometry (note the “*” indicates activation) (Carlos D. M. Filipe et
al., 2001; Gottschalk, 1986; Liu et al., 1996; R. Zeng et al., 2002);
Glycolysis; Glycogen (as glucose C6H10O5) to pyruvate (C3H4O3);
𝐶6 𝐻12 𝑂6 →
2𝐶3 𝐻4 𝑂3 + 3𝐴𝑇𝑃 + 2𝑁𝐴𝐷𝐻2
Conversion of Pyruvate (C3H4O3) to Acetyl-CoA*(C2H3O)
𝐶3 𝐻4 𝑂3 →
𝐶2 𝐻3 𝑂 + 0.5𝑁𝐴𝐷𝐻2 + 𝐶𝑂2
Conversion of Pyruvate (C3H4O3) to Propionyl-CoA*(C3H5O)
𝐶3 𝐻4 𝑂3 + 2𝑁𝐴𝐷𝐻2 →
𝐶3 𝐻5 𝑂
The stoichiometry demonstrates the production of propionyl-CoA is more carbon efficient than
the production of acetyl-CoA.
The ratio of acetyl-CoA to propionyl-CoA subsequently affects the form of PHA
intermediates. Two acetyl-CoA units lead to hydroxybutyrate (HB) production, two propionylCoA units lead to hydroxy-2-methyl-valerate (H2MV) production and one of each units leads to
hydroxyvalerate production (HV) (Dai et al., 2007; R. J. Zeng et al., 2002). Carbon is preserved
as acetyl-CoA and propionyl-CoA are converted to HAs and polymerized to form PHAs (Carlos
D. M. Filipe et al., 2001).
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When the full conversion of substrate to PHAs is viewed, clear correlations between
substrate and the form of PHAs have been witnessed. In GAOs acetate is correlated with 66.7%
of PHA in the form of PHB, with the remainder is primarily composed of PHV (Liu et al., 1996).
In contrast propionate and lactate are correlated with 86% and 83% PHV (Liu et al., 1996). These
results are in agreement with results from PAO dominated cultures that showed acetate favoring
PHB production and propionate favoring PHV production (Dai et al., 2007; Oehmen et al., 2007;
Smolders et al., 1994). Further the results support the potential of lactate to enter via the
propionate-succinate pathway for conversion to propionyl-CoA (Carlos D. M. Filipe et al., 2001;
Gottschalk, 1986).
Growth limiting conditions are well established as a means of increasing PHA
accumulation in other organisms. This is typically achieved by limiting nutrient availability in the
presence of excess carbon sources. Under these conditions protein synthesis ceases and the
concentration of reducing equivalent increases, thereby inhibiting the TCA cycle and routing
acetyl-CoA to PHA production (Braunegg, 2002). It is hypothesized that high carbon to nutrient
ratios would also enhance carbon storage in GAOs and if fed in the aerobic phase, that carbon
would be more likely routed to glycogen rather than PHAs.
2.4.3.2 Aerobic Metabolism
During aerobic metabolism PHAs are degraded to produce acetyl-CoA or propionyl-CoA
in ratios equivalent to what was present when the PHAs were formed in the anaerobic phase (R. J.
Zeng et al., 2002). Acetyl-CoA and propionyl-CoA are degraded for cell maintenance and growth
or converted to glycogen for reserves. Degradation for cell maintenance and growth occurs via
the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle (in the case of propionyl-CoA it is first converted to pyruvate
then to acetyl-CoA to enter the TCA cycle) (Gottschalk, 1986; R. J. Zeng et al., 2002). Glycogen
production from acetyl-CoA occurs through conversion to oxaloacetate which enters the
gluconeogenesis pathway for incorporation into glycogen (Gottschalk, 1986; R. J. Zeng et al.,
2002).

Propionyl-CoA enters the gluconeogenesis pathway similarly as oxaloacetate or

alternatively as pyruvate, each of which result in the same stoichiometric yield of glycogen
(Gottschalk, 1986; R. J. Zeng et al., 2002). The overall reactions are shown below (Gottschalk,
1986; R. J. Zeng et al., 2002);
Acetyl-CoA* (CH3/2O1/2) to Glycogen (CH10/6O5/6)
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𝐶 𝐻 𝑂 + 4𝐴𝑇𝑃 + 5𝐻2 𝑂 →
3 3 5

𝐶6 𝐻10 𝑂5 + 2𝐶𝑂2 + 6𝑁𝐴𝐷𝐻2

Propionyl-CoA*(CH5/3O1/3) to Glycogen (CH10/6O5/6)
2𝐶3 𝐻5 𝑂 + 2𝐴𝑇𝑃 + 3𝐻2 𝑂 →

𝐶6 𝐻10 𝑂5 + 3𝑁𝐴𝐷𝐻2

As can be seen by these reactions, propionyl-CoA has a potential glycogen yield of 100%
(C-mol/C-mol) while acetyl-CoA has a potential glycogen yield of 75% (C-mol/C-mol). Therefore,
it is expected that propionic acid, taken up during the aerobic phase, is more likely to be routed to
propionyl-CoA and to favor a higher glycogen yield. Conversely, acetic acid is more likely to be
routed to acetyl-CoA and result in a lower glycogen yield.
Alternative carbohydrate pathways also exist in some species, including the production of
trehalose, which could route carbon away from glycogen in some GAOs (Mcilroy et al., 2013).
There is evidence in some GAO species (Gammaproteobacteria) that glycogen synthesis
corresponds with growth limiting conditions (e.g. lack of nutrients) (Nobu et al., 2014).
2.4.3.3 Overall Metabolism
The consumption of glycogen during the anaerobic phase represents a large loss of
glycogen during the overall metabolism. Prior studies have measured between 0.83 and 1.25 Cmol of glycogen is degraded to take up one C-mol of acetate (Carlos D. M. Filipe et al., 2001; Liu
et al., 1994; R. J. Zeng et al., 2002). While a portion of this glycogen is recovered as it is converted
to PHAs and back to glycogen, losses occur in each direction due to conversion to CO2. These
losses were demonstrated prior through a full accounting of the carbon which resulted in an 8%
net glycogen yield and a 55% CO2 yield from acetate (C-mol/C-mol) (R. J. Zeng et al., 2002).
These experiments fed substrate in the anaerobic phase, and thus it was first converted to PHAs.
It is hypothesized that by feeding in the aerobic phase, the substrate will be directly routed to
glycogen and glycogen yield can be significantly improved.

2.4.4 Characterization of GAOs
Our understanding of GAOs has evolved heavily over time. However, a major obstacle
still exists in characterizing the behavior of individual species because most GAOs have yet to be
isolated (Kong et al., 2006; Nobu et al., 2014). The behavior of individual species has primarily
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been studied through the development of specific probes for fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)
techniques (Burow et al., 2007; Carvalheira et al., 2014; Crocetti R. et al., 2002; Pisco et al., 2009;
Wong and Liu, 2007). More recently metagenomics has been applied (Mcilroy et al., 2013; Nobu
et al., 2014). These studies have revealed two distinct lineages of organisms typically dominate
GAO cultures; Alphaproteobacteria and Gammaproteobacteria.
The Alphaproteobacteria are typically represented by Defluviicoccus vanus (Burow et al.,
2007; Mcilroy et al., 2013; Pisco et al., 2009). These GAOs form groups of four cells and are also
referred to as tetrad-forming organisms (Pisco et al., 2009). The phylogeny of Defluviococcus is
divided into four closely related clusters which have yet to all be fully named, but all have
originated from full-scale and lab-scale wastewater systems, with the exception of one discovered
in winery waste, and another in pharmaceutical waste (Nobu et al., 2014). Defluviocococcus vanus
Ben 114, is the only species successfully isolated (Maszenan et al., 2005). A distinguishing feature
of the Alphaproteobacteria species is a higher uptake rate of propionate and a moderate uptake of
acetate (Lopez-Vazquez et al., 2009b).
The Gammaproteobcateria were formerly represented by Candidatus Competibacter
Phosphatis (Crocetti R. et al., 2002). Metagenomics has since indicated greater diversity than
could be originally indicated with FISH probes and as such suggested Candidatus Competibacter
Phosphatis is now regarded as multiple organisms within the Competibacteraceae family which
includes Candidatus Competibacter denitrificans and Candidatus Contendobacter odensis
(Mcilroy et al., 2013). In contrast to Alphaproteobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria have a higher
uptake rate of acetate and minimal uptake of propionate (Lopez-Vazquez et al., 2009b; Mcilroy et
al., 2013).
The ubiquitous GAOs are listed in Table 1. Not included in this table are Micropruina
glycogenica and Spingomonas which are also putative GAOs discovered in wastewater systems
and have not been studied in depth (Shen and Zhou, 2016; Shintani et al., 2000).

2.4.5 Sulfuric Acid Extraction of Glycogen from GAOs
Many alternatives exist for the extraction of intracellular storage pools like glycogen
(Braunegg, 2002; Herbert et al., 1971). Among these methods, sulfuric acid extraction conveys a
significant benefit; the potential to lyse cells and hydrolyze glycogen in a single step. Sulfuric
acid is capable of breaking the β-1,4 bonds of cellulosics at dilute levels (1.2% w/w) (Katahira et
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al., 2013), and thus is expected to degrade the β-1,4 glyosidic linkages of the peptidoglycan cell
wall (Madigan et al., 2003), enabling cell lysis. Similarly, sulfuric acid has been used in the
hydrolysis of starches with 90% yield achieved at 100°C and 6% w/w loading within 120 min
(Choi and Kim, 1994). Both starch and glycogen monomers are linked via α-1,4 and α-1,6
glyosidic bonds suggesting glycogen is also hydrolysable with sulfuric acid. A common side
reaction is the production of hydroxyl-methyl-furfural (HMF) from glucose, which occurs more
frequently above 150°C (Choi and Kim, 1994). Minimizing this reaction will be critical.
The use of sulfuric acid at scale up conveys risks and benefits. The substance is hazardous,
however for an initial proof of concept, the treatment can enable a comparison to corn wet
milling which utilizes sulfur dioxide (Mosier and Ladisch, 2009). Sulfur dioxide is an
intermediate in the industrial production of sulfuric acid, and as a result, their supply chains are
linked and prices of sulfur dioxide and sulfuric acid are expected vary together. Further, the
residual sulfur after treatment could be a nutrient asset to downstream bioprocessing. The pH of
the final solution could be neutralized with other nutrients like ammonia, and potassium
hydroxide.
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Table 2.2 - Common GAO Species and their Characteristics
Bacteria

Class (protebacte
ria)

Substrate consumed
Anaerobically

Aerobically

Ac7, Pr7, Bu7,
Va7, La7, Glu7

Mixed GAOs

Mixed
Alphaproteobacteria
GAOs;
Defluviicoccus
Cluster 1

Alpha2

Ac5, Pr5, Pyr5,
La5 Glu1

Alpha2

Defluviicoccus
Cluster 2

Substrate
not
consumed

Gram
Stain

Morphology

Comments

Tetrad forming
Coccoid4, 5

Uptake of some components
may have been due to nonGAO bacteria7
Propionate is consumed before
Acetate3.

EtOH7

Ac1, Pr1, Pyr1,
Glu1

Ac5, Pr5,
Pyr5, La5,
Glu1
Ac1, Pr1,
Pyr1, Glu1

Fr1,Bu1
EtOH1, Man 1

-

Alpha2

Ac1, Pr1, Pyr1,
Glu1

Ac1, Pr1,
Pyr1, Glu1

Fr1, Bu1,
EtOH 1, Man1

-

Mixed
Gammaproteobacteri
a GAOs

Gamma12

Fr6, Ac6, Pr6,
Pyr6, Glu6

Fr6,Ac6, Pyr6

Bu6, Man6,
EtOH6

-

Candidatus
Competibacter
denitrificans
Candidatus
Contendobacter
odensis

Gamma2

Ac2, Pr2, La2

La2

-

Coccoid, 2-4µm6

Propionate uptake is poor2.

Gamma2

Ac2, Pr2

La2

-

Coccoid, 2-4µm6

Propionate uptake is poor2.

-

1; (Burow et al., 2007), 2;(Mcilroy et al., 2013), 3; (Dai et al., 2007), 4; (Maszenan et al., 2005), 5; (Wong and Liu, 2007) 6; (Kong et
al., 2006), 7; (Liu et al., 1996)
Abbreviations; Fr – Formic Acid, Ac-Acetic Acid, Pr- Propionic Acid, Bu-Butyric Acid, Va- Valeric Acid, Pyr – Pyruvic Acid, La –
Lactic Acid, Glu-Glucose, Man- Mannose, EtOH - Ethanol
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3.1

Abstract

Extensive research has demonstrated the potential for bioconversion of food waste to lactate,
with major emphasis on adjusting temperature, pH and loading rate of the fermentation. Each of
these factors has a significant effect on lactate production; however, additional secondary factors
have received little attention. Here we investigate three additional factors where opportunities
exist for process improvement; freezing of samples during storage, discontinuous pH control,
and holdover of fermentation broth between fermentations. Freezing samples prior to
fermentation was shown to reduce the production rate of lactate by 8%, indicating freeze-thaw
should be avoided in experiments. Prior work indicated a trade-off in pH control strategies;
where discontinuous pH control correlated with higher lactate accumulation while continuous pH
control was correlated with higher production rate. Here we demonstrate that continuous pH
control can achieve both higher lactate accumulation and higher production rate. Finally,
holding over fermentation broth was shown to be a simple method to improve production rate
(by 18%) at high food waste loading rates (>140 g VS L-1) but resulted in lower lactate
accumulation (by 17%). The results inform continued process improvements within the waste
treatment of food waste through fermentation to lactic acid.
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3.2

Introduction
Lactate, or lactic acid depending on the pH of the solution, is an in-demand commodity with

a variety of applications including pharmaceutical, food processing, emulsification, tanning,
process pH adjustment, cosmetics, and biopolymer production (Datta and Henry, 2006; De
Guzman, 2011; Henton et al., 2005). Currently this demand is fulfilled largely in a renewable
manner by corn starch (Datta and Henry, 2006; Henton et al., 2005). As the industry grows, the
current reliance on corn to produce lactate will become an issue as it creates competition with
food and increases demand on land.
Food waste offers a renewable sugar source for lactate production from a stream that is
considered to be either an excess of, or unfit for human consumption. In 2013, over 37 million
tonnes of food waste was generated in the U.S. and the recovery of this waste source has the
potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 34 million metric tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalents (US EPA, 2015). While heterogeneous in composition, food waste has been shown
to be composed of a significant fraction of carbohydrates, with 33% to 54% by dry weight
previously reported (Kim et al., 2016; Ohkouchi and Inoue, 2006; Raymond RedCorn and
Engelberth, 2016a). Extensive research has been put forth to effectively convert food waste
carbohydrates to lactate (Table 1). Thus far, the body of research has focused on altering three
primary factors to control the outcome of the fermentation; temperature, pH, and loading rate
(Akao, Tsuno, Horie, & Mori, 2007; K. Il Kim et al., 2003; M.-S. Kim et al., 2016; Ohkouchi &
Inoue, 2006; RedCorn & Engelberth, 2016; Sakai & Ezaki, 2006; Sakai et al., 2000; Wang,
Wang, Wang, Ma, & Ren, 2005; Zhang, He, Ye, & Shao, 2008). While these works have
successfully identified routes to produce high enantiomeric purity lactate (>98% L) at high
concentrations (>40 g L-1) (Table 1), the adjustment of other experimental factors has yet to be
investigated, leaving opportunities for improvement. Currently, the experiments summarized in
Table 1 are inconsistent in how they handle – what we are calling – secondary factors and this
work is an effort to address how these factors influence the production of lactate. Our main
objective is to report how these secondary factors can be fine-tuned to ensure that the
experimental methods to produce lactate are more uniformly implemented and results may be
accurately equated.
In the present work, we highlight three secondary factors that warrant further attention in the
fermentation of food waste; the freezing of samples prior to fermentation, the use of
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discontinuous pH control, and inoculation with holdover solids between batches. Food waste
samples must be stored between collection and fermentation, and reported storage has either
been by freezing (-20°C) or by refrigeration (4°C) (Table 1). As a result, some experiments
subject the food waste samples through a freeze-thaw cycle prior to fermentation. Evaluating the
freeze-thaw factor is necessary because freezing can inhibit microbial growth and lead to
retrogradation of starch, and therefore reduced digestibility of solids being loaded (Asp and
Björck, 1992; BeMiller, 2007). Additionally, pH control methods have varied between
experiments using either continuous control or discontinuous pH control with the pH adjustment
interval ranging from 5 to 24 hrs (Table 1). As a result, the nominal pH of the fermentation is
different than the actual pH of the broth between pH adjustments. Prior work, performed at a
nominal pH of 7, has shown a trade-off with improved lactate production rate, but reduced
lactate accumulation as pH control interval is reduced (Sakai et al., 2000). However, other
nominal pH values have yet to be tested and it is unknown if the trade-off is due solely to pH
control interval. Finally, production rates for food waste experiments have often been low, with
only a few experiments achieving greater than 1.5 g L-1 h-1 (Table 1). Both increased loading
rates and holding over solids as an inoculum are well known methods of improving production
rate, but high loading rates (>100 g VS L-1 d-1) have yet to be used in combination with holding
over broth (or in semi-continuous fermentations) (Kim et al., 2016; Li et al., 2015; Wu et al.,
2015). This is a natural fit given that holdover broth brings additional bacteria to ferment the
higher load. Here we provide a proof of concept for holdover at high loading rates (140 g VS L-1
d-1) to demonstrate that it can effectively improve production rate.
This work has been carried out with these specific objectives; 1) determine if non-frozen
samples can improve production rate, 2) investigate if continuous pH adjustment can improve
both production rate as well as lactate accumulation and 3) determine if holdover inoculum can
improve production rate in a batch fermentation at a high loading rate (>140 g VS L-1).
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Table 3.1- Review of Select fermentations of Food Waste to Lactate

Food
Waste
Source

Model
Kitchen
Refuse

Hotels and
Restaurants

University
Cafeteria

University
Cafeteria

University
Cafeteria

Sample
Pretreatment
Storage
c
(°C)

Inoculatio
n

Loading
Rate

10 % v/v of
MKR (nonautoclaved)

50% food
waste,
50%
Water

Operat
ion
Type

pH
Buffer

6

10 M
NaOH
, 10 M
HCl

Temp
(°C)

Measu
rement
of
Enanti
omers

Yielde

NS

NA

NS

99% L

Enzym
atic:
Lactate
Dehydr
ogenase
- Roche
Diagno
stics

0.55 g g-1
TS

NA

0.73 g g-1
TS

Average
Production
Rate (g L-1
h-1)

Dominant
species at
Max Conc.

Ref.

0.7

Lactobacill
us
plantarum,
Lactobacill
us brevis

(K Sakai
et al.,
2000)

NS

(Kenji
Sakai et
al., 2003)

NS

(K. Il Kim
et al.,
2003)

NS

50% food
waste,
50% water
(74 g L-1
sugars)

Enzymatic
sacharification
(SSF)

Lactobacill
us
rhamnosus

145 g L-1
TS

-

15% v/w
Lactobacill
us
Plantarum
TD46

40% Food
Waste,
60 %
water
(w/w) - 25
g L-1
carbohydr
ates

Batch

5.5-6

NS

50%
w/w
CaCO3

30

48

28.85

NS

NS

0.39 g g-1
TS

0.6

NS

(X. M.
Wang,
Wang,
REN, &
Wang,
2005)

-

15% w/v of
Lactobacill
us TD175
+
Lactobacill
us TH165

40% Food
Waste,
60 %
water
(w/w)

Batch

5.5-6

NS

50%
w/w
CaCO3

NS

NS

33.8

NS

NA

0.46 g g-1
TS

0.47

NS

(X. M.
WANG et
al., 2005)

-20

-20

Batch

NS

0

0

5M
NaOH

37

35

72-96

48

44

Enanti
omeric
Purity

106 cells
mL-1
Lactobacill
us rhamnos

6.5

120

Max
Lactate
Conc.
(g L-1)

Autoclaved,
Microbial
consumption
of endogenous
lactate,
Enzymatic
saccarification

7%
NH3

37

Time
to Max
Conc.
(h)

Autoclaved

Batch

7

pH
Control
Intervald
(h)

-20

>0

Batch

Nomi
nal
pH

60

79.7

b

NS

0.64 - 0.85

1.66
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Table 3.1 Continued - Review of Select fermentations of Food Waste to Lactate

University
Cafeteria

eUniversity
Cafeteria

Model
Kitchen
Refuse

Model
Kitchen
Refuse

University
Cafeteria

Model
Kitchen
Refuse

-20

-20

NS

NS

NS

<0

-

-

15% w/v of
Lactobacill
us TD175

40% Food
Waste,
60 %
water
(w/w)

Batch

5.5-6

NS

50%
w/w
CaCO3

30-32

NS

29.49

NS

NA

0.40 g g-1
TS

0.41

NS

(X. M.
Wang et
al., 2005)

15% w/v of
Lactobacill
us TH165

40% Food
Waste,
60 %
water
(w/w)

Batch

5.5-6

NS

50%
w/w
CaCO3

37-39

NS

28.23

NS

NA

0.38 g g-1
TS

0.39

NS

(X. M.
Wang et
al., 2005)

98% Lb

HPLC:
MCI
Gel
CRS10
WMitsubi
shi

0.92 g g-1
carb

0.26

Bacillus
coagulans

(K Sakai
& Ezaki,
2006)

98.5%
Lb

HPLC:
MCI
Gel
CRS10
WMitsubi
shi

1.1 g g-1
carb

0.83

Bacillus
coagulans

(K Sakai
& EZAKI,
2006)

98.5%
Lb

HPLC:
MCI
Gel
CRS10
WMitsubi
shi

0.98 g g-1
carb

NS

Bacillus
coagulans

(K Sakai
& Ezaki,
2006)

99.5%
Lb

HPLC:
SUMIC
HIRAL
OA5000

0.49 g g-1
carb

0.10

Bacillus
coagulans

(Akao et
al., 2007)

Enzymatic
sacharification

2.5% v/v
Bacillus
50% food
coagulans
waste,
NBRC1258 50% water
3, c.a. 106
(NS)
cells mL-1

Enzymatic
sacharification

2.5% v/v
Bacillus
50% food
coagulans
waste,
NBRC1258 50% water
3, c.a. 106
(NS)
cells mL-1

Enzymatic
sacharification
, Filtration

80% food
waste,
Bacillus
20% water
coagulans
(w/w) NBRC1258
117 g L-1
3
soluble
sugar

-

-

92 g
VS/L, 60
g/L
carbohydr
ate

Batch

Batch

Batch

Batch

7

6.5

6.5

5.5

24

0

0

0

7%
NH3

7%
NH3

10%
NH3

10 M
NaOH

55

55

55

55

96

48

NS

307

25

40

87

29.5
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University
Cafeteria

University
Cafeteria

University
Cafeteria

University
Cafeteria

Restaurants

Restaurants

Restaurants

NS

NS

-

-

NS

-

-20

Dried,
Autoclaved,
Hydrated, 13.9
U g-1 αamylase, 2.12
U g-1 protease

NS

4

4

-

102.7 g
VS L-1

-

102.7 g
VS L-1

-

102.7 g
VS L-1

Lactobacill
us
Plantarum

NS

-

-

50% food
waste,
50% water

NS

19.4% w/w
Waste
Activated
Sludge

25 g/L
COD

-

19.4% w/w
Waste
Activated
Sludge

25 g/L
COD

Batch

Batch

Batch

Batch

Batch

Batch

Batch

7

8

5

NS

NA

8.2

8.2

12

5%
w/w
NaOH

12

5%
w/w
NaOH

12

5%
w/w
NaOH

At start

Broth
brough
t to
62.67
g L-1
CaCO3

35

35

35

29.3

120

120

120

NS

61

57

16

98.51

60% L

HPLC:
Astec
CLC Supelco

0.60 g g1VS

0.51

Clostridium (Zhang et
beijerinckii al., 2008)

89%L

HPLC:
Astec
CLC Supelco

0.56 g g1VS

0.48

Streptococ
cus bovis

90% L

HPLC:
Astec
CLC Supelco

0.16 g g1VS

0.13

Lactobacill
us and
(Zhang et
Enterococc al., 2008)
us

NS

NS

(Ye, Lu,
Zheng,
Li, & Cai,
2008)

NS

NA

88.75%
(unit NS)

(Zhang et
al., 2008)

NA

NS

37

72

56.75

NS

NA

NS

0.79

NS

(Omar,
Rahman,
Hafid,
Yee, &
Hassan,
2009)

0

5M
NaOH
,5M
HCl

50 for
4 h, 35
thereaf
ter

36

15

NS

NA

0.64 g COD
g-1 COD

0.42

NS

(Li et al.,
2014)

0

5M
NaOH
,5M
HCl

20

48

10.8

NS

NA

0.46 g COD
g-1 COD

0.23

NS

(Li et al.,
2014)
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Restaurants

Model
Fruit and
Vegetable
Waste

University
Cafeteria

University
Cafeteria

University
Cafeteria

University
Cafeteria

NS

-20

-20

-20

4

4

-

16.6%
Waste
Activated
Sludge

94.68 g
VS L-1 ,
HRT=120
h (26.67 g
COD L-1)

SemiContinu
ous

-

Anaerobic
digester
sludge

11 g VS
L-1 d-1,
HRT 72 h

SemiContinu
ous

-

12.5% v/v
thickened
Primary
Sludge

-

12.5% v/v
thickened
Primary
Sludge

-

-

-

-

150 g L-1
VS, 58 g
L-1 carb.

250 g VS-1

70 g TS L1

Batch

Batch

Batch

18 g TS L- Semi1 -1,
d HRT Continu
= 120 h
ous

11

5

5.5

5.3

6

6

5

3M
NaOH
,3M
HCl

21

NA

12.1

100%
Lb

0

2M
NaOH
,2M
HCl

35

NA

15

NS

0

2M
NaOH

0

2M
NaOH

41

24

58

54% L

12

5M
NaOH
,5M
HCl

37

120

32.8

NS

12

5M
NaOH
,5M
HCl

41

37

24

NA

47.3

37.6

59% L

NS

HPLC:
Astec 0.48 g COD
CLC-D
g-1 COD
Column

NA

Enzym
atic:
Lactate
dehydr
ogenase
- NZY
tech
Enzym
atic:
Lactate
dehydr
ogenase
- NZY
tech

NA

NA

NS

g-1

0.81 g
carb

0.40

Aerococcu
s

(Li et al.,
2015)

NS

Lactobacill
us

(Wu et
al., 2015)

NS

(RedCorn
&
Engelbert
h, 2016)

1.97

0.23 g g1VS

2.42

NS

(RedCorn
&
Engelbert
h, 2016

0.47 g g-1
TS

0.27

NS

(Tang et
al., 2016)

0.31

Unidentifie
d
Lactobacill
us

(Tang et
al., 2016)

0.43 g
TS

g-1

~50 g
carb. L-1 dSemi1
University
), HRT =
2M
Lactobacill
1.6 mol molNS
Continu
5
0
50
NA
40
98% L
NS
1.58
1 hexose
Cafeteria
24 h (~80
KOH
us
ous
g VS L-1 dmucosae
1
)
(-)= none, NS=Not stated, NA=Not applicable, HRT=Hydraulic Retention Time, SSF=Simultaneous Saccharification, MKR=Model Kitchen Refuse, Carb=Carbohydrates, VS=Volatile Solids,

(M.-S.
Kim et
al., 2016)
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TS=Total Solids
a: Average production rate represents maximum concentration achieved divided by time to maximum concentration. Does not account for lactate present at start of fermentation.
b: Originally reported as optical purity [(L-D)*100/(L+D))]. Converted to enantiomeric purity [L*100/(L+D))] for consistency.
c: All experiments reported homogenization except those designated NS. Dilution to specified loading rate typically occurred in addition to stated pretreatments.
d: A value of 0 indicates continuous pH control.
e: Yield is stated in terms of starting substrate material unless stated otherwise. Yield refers to grams of lactate produced unless stated otherwise.
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3.3

Materials and Methods

3.3.1 Batch Preparation
Fermentations were carried out in a Bioflow 110 modular benchtop fermenter (New
Brunswick Scientific, Edison, NJ, USA) which provided pH and temperature control as previously
described (RedCorn & Engelberth, 2016).
Experimental Conditions
All fermentation trials were carried out at 35°C and pH 5. Trials were duplicated using the
same batch of food waste. The control trials were frozen for between 2 and 28 days following
batch dilution and thawed for 7 h at room temperature prior to fermentation. Control trials were
subjected to continuous pH control using 4 N NaOH pumping 10% of the time (Output multiplier;
0.1) when the observed pH was below the set point (Deadband; 0). All other trials were fermented
under the same conditions as the control with the following variation; 1) To determine the effect
of freezing samples during storage, trials were refrigerated (<5 days) at 4°C instead of freezing
following batch dilution, 2) to determine the effect of discontinuous pH control, trials were
manually adjusted to pH 5 every 12 hrs with 4N NaOH instead of continuous adjustment, and 3)
to determine the effect of holdover, 0.2 L of fermentation broth from the control trials (removed
after 72 hrs of fermentation) was added to the 0.8L of freshly thawed substrate.

Table 2

summarizes the parameters varied in each experiment.
3.3.2 Reactor Setup
Fermentations were carried out in a Bioflow 110 modular benchtop fermenter (New
Brunswick Scientific, Edison, NJ, USA) which provided pH and temperature control as previously
described (RedCorn & Engelberth, 2016).
3.3.3 Experimental Conditions
All fermentation trials were carried out at 35°C and pH 5. Trials were duplicated using the
same batch of food waste. The control trials were frozen for between 2 and 28 days following
batch dilution and thawed for 7 h at room temperature prior to fermentation. Control trials were
subjected to continuous pH control using 4 N NaOH pumping 10% of the time (Output multiplier;
0.1) when the observed pH was below the set point (Deadband; 0). All other trials were fermented
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under the same conditions as the control with the following variation; 1) To determine the effect
of freezing samples during storage, trials were refrigerated (<5 days) at 4°C instead of freezing
following batch dilution, 2) to determine the effect of discontinuous pH control, trials were
manually adjusted to pH 5 every 12 hrs with 4N NaOH instead of continuous adjustment, and 3)
to determine the effect of holdover, 0.2 L of fermentation broth from the control trials (removed
after 72 hrs of fermentation) was added to the 0.8L of freshly thawed substrate. Table 2
summarizes the parameters varied in each experiment.
3.3.4 L(+) and D(-) Lactate Concentration
Concentration of lactate enantiomers was determined via high performance liquid
chromotography (HPLC) using a Waters 717 Plus autosampler (Milford, MA, USA) with an Astec
CLC-D column and Waters 2489 UV detector (mobile phase: 5 mM CuSO4, flow rate: 1 mL min1

at ambient temperature, injection volume: 5µL, detection: 254 nm UV). Samples were prepared

for HPLC by 3x centrifugation (10 min at 3000 rcf, 5 min at 16000 rcf, 5 min at 16000 rcf) then
filtering at 2µm (5). Total lactate was calculated as the sum of the two enantiomeric concentrations.
Injections were duplicated. Enantiomeric purity was calculated as 100×D/(L+D) or 100×L/(L+D)
where L and D represent the respective enantiomers (Note; this is different from optical purity).
3.3.5 Enumeration of Bacteria
Bacteria quantity was estimated using the spread plate method adapted from Standard Methods
9215 C (APHA et al., 2012). Food waste was centrifuged at 500 g for 5 min and the middle layer,
between fats and solids, was serial diluted by factors of 10 in phosphate buffered saline solution.
Samples (0.1 ml) were spread on plate count agar under sterile conditions. Results are reported in
colony forming units per ml (CFU ml-1).

3.3.6 Statistical Analysis
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and regression analysis were performed in JMP 12 (SAS
Institute Inc.) at α=0.05. Duplication of trials and duplicate HPLC injections provided four data
points for each set of conditions. Data points were not averaged prior to ANOVA.
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3.4

Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Effect of Freeze-Thaw
Freeze-thaw has commonly occurred in experimentation as samples are frozen for
stabilization during sample storage then thawed prior to fermentation, but the effect of the
practice has not been assessed (Akao et al., 2007; Chen, Li, Zheng, & Wang, 2013; RedCorn &
Engelberth, 2016; Sakai et al., 2000; X. M. Wang, Wang, Ren, & Wang, 2005; Wu et al., 2015;
Ye, Lu, Zheng, Li, & Cai, 2008). To evaluate the effect of freeze-thaw, samples were stored at
4°C and -20°C, thawed (-20°C samples only), and then fermented. The results are shown in Fig.
1. Mean concentration was higher in refrigerated samples than in frozen samples (control) for
the first 48 hours of experimentation, but nearly equal at 72 h. From the observed values shown
in Table 2 it can be seen that at 48 h, when concentration was highest for all trials, samples
stored at 4°C had an average production rate 8% greater than the control which had been frozen
(-20°C). Two-way ANOVA (time and storage temperature) for the first 48 h indicated that
freezing samples had a significant effect with respect to L(+)-lactate (p=0.05) and near
significant with respect to D(−)-lactate production (p=0.11). Additional experimentation may
confirm that significance extends to D(-)-lactate production.
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Figure 3.1- Effect of freezing throughout sample storage on fermentation to lactic acid. In the
first 48 hours, mean lactic acid concentrations and production rate are lower for samples stored at
-20°C versus samples stored at 4°C. Conditions; pH 5, 35°C, 167.8 g VS
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Table 3.2- Summary of results - all experiments performed on homogenized food waste from university cafeteria at 35°C and pH 5, in
batch mode (buffered with 4M NaOH). Values in parentheses represent standard deviation. Each line includes duplicate fermentations.
Avg
Specific Avg Volumetric
Loading
Buffer use
Sample
Time to Max
Yield (g
Lactate
Lactate
Inoculati Rate pH control
Enantiomeric
efficiency
(mol
-1
Treatment Storage
Max Lactate
lactate g
Production Production
on
(g VS L- interval
Purity (% D)
lactate:mol
(°C)
conc.
(h)
(g/L)
VS
added)
Rate
Rate
1)
NaOH)
-1
(g g VS h
(g L-1 h-1)
1) a
70.5
0.008
Control
-20
None
167.8 Continuous
48
61% (0.2) 0.42 (0.09)
1.85 (0.3)
1.31 (0.28)
(13.4)
(0.001)
Non Frozen

4

None

167.8 Continuous

48

76.6
(1.58)

61% (0.2)

0.45 (0.01)

2.28 (0.17)

0.009
(0.0002)

1.43 (0.03)

Discontinu
ous pH
adjustment

-20

None

167.8

72

52.8
(5.93)

60% (0.1)

0.30 (0.04)

1.60 (0.19)

0.004
(0.0005)

0.63 (0.08)

Holdover
of solids

-20

24

58.6
(5.34)

62% (0.1)

0.30 (0.040)

2.09 (0.15)

0.009
(0.001)

1.55 (0.22)

12 h

>140 (w
0.2 L of
holdover Continuous
holdover
)
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Freezing was only found to significantly affect one enantiomer, however, it cannot be inferred
that freezing affects the enantiomeric purity of the fermentation. The enantiomeric purity of lactate
was 61.0% ±0.1 D(−)-lactate for samples that had been frozen and 61.2% ± 0.2 D(−)-lactate for
refrigerated samples. Two-way ANOVA (time and storage temperature) indicated there was no
significant difference between enantiomeric purities with respect to storage temperature (p=0.34).
Therefore, freezing did not affect enantiomeric purity.
Two potential consequences of freezing can account for the lower observed lactate production
in frozen samples. The first consequence is on the bacteria performing the fermentation. Freezethaw can aid in cell lysis or make cells more susceptible to lysis due to expansive and contractive
forces (More, Herrick, Silva, Ghiorse, & Madsen, 1994; Tsai & Olson, 1991). Enumeration of
bacteria in the substrate before and after freezing indicates this is indeed affecting the food waste
fermentation. Food waste stored at 4°C contained 106 CFU ml-1 while samples stored at -20°C
contained only 104 CFU ml-1 prior to fermentation. The difference in bacterial counts was no
longer present after 72 hours of fermentation, when samples stored at 4°C and -20°C both
contained 108 CFU ml-1. The results indicate that the commonly used method of freezing samples
during experimentation reduces the viability of the endogenous bacterial consortium.
A second consequence of freezing is on the substrate that bacteria consume. Starch is a major
substrate within food waste and has been reported as 58.5-81.8% of the carbohydrates present
(Ohkouchi & Inoue, 2006). The majority of the starch is amylopectin (72-83%), with the
remainder being amylose (BeMiller, 2007). Together, amylopectin and amylose make a semiordered network that swells and becomes more amorphous upon heating. Subsequent freezing can
lead to retrogradation, or a return to order (BeMiller, 2007). The increase in order reduces access
of starch degrading enzymes, a factor which could inhibit the fermentation (Asp & Björck, 1992).
While not confirmed in this work, the impact of freezing on the substrate could merit additional
attention if exogenous bacteria cultures are used on frozen samples.
Our results indicate that freezing samples has a significant effect on the production rate of at
least one lactate enantiomer within the first 48 hours. It is unlikely that freezing samples would
be an intentional part of a full-scale food waste collection system. Substituting the practice of
freezing samples with short-term refrigeration in future food waste experiments would not only
better reflect typical industrial conditions, but also lead to increased lactate production.
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3.4.2 Effect of Continuous pH Control
The adjustment of pH is a fundamental part of food waste fermentations and can either be
controlled continuously with use of a chemo stat, or discontinuously through intermittent buffer
additions. Discontinuous pH control has been used frequently within food waste fermentations
(Li et al., 2015; Sakai & Ezaki, 2006; Sakai et al., 2000; Ye et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008) as
shown in Table 1.

In a comparison, continuous pH control has been associated with an

improvement in lactate production rate but with a reduction in lactate accumulation, indicating a
possible tradeoff between continuous pH adjustment and discontinuous pH adjustment (Sakai et
al., 2000). To evaluate the effect of pH control, trials were performed using both continuous pH
control and discontinuous control at 12 h intervals.
Fig. 2 shows trials with pH adjustment every 12 h were still increasing in lactate concentration
up to 72 h and lagged behind samples in which the pH was continuously adjusted. The continuous
pH control showed a peak in lactate concentration at 48 h, which indicates that the production rate
of lactate is increased with continuous control. Discontinuous pH control resulted in a 35%
reduction in production rate (0.84±0.13 g L-1 h-1) versus continuously controlled (control) trials at
48 h. Two-way ANOVA confirmed that both time and pH control interval had a significant effect
on the L(+) lactate concentration (p<0.0001 and p=0.0004 respectively) and D(−) concentration
(p<0.0001 and p=0.002 respectively).
As seen in both Fig. 2 and Table 2, continuous pH control resulted both in a higher maximum
concentration and a higher production rate over discontinuous pH control. This result differs from
previous reports that implied a trade-off may exist with higher production rate but lower lactate
accumulation for continuous pH control (Sakai et al., 2000). The discrepancy could be explained
by mean pH of the fermentation. When discontinuous pH control is used, the pH decreases
between adjustment intervals and the mean pH is typically lower than the nominal pH of the
fermentation. In discontinuously controlled trials the pH decreased to as low as 3.71 ± 0.2 despite
a nominal pH of 5. In all cases, the low pH occurred prior to the 24 h pH adjustment. On average,
pH remained around 4.18 ± 0.43 prior to adjustment corresponding with an average pH decline of
0.07 per hour. The mean maximum lactate concentration under continuously controlled pH
(control) versus 12 h pH adjustment is shown in Table 2.
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Figure 3.2- pH control; Continuous vs. 12 h adjustments. Lactate concentration in continuous
pH control fermentations peaked at 48 hours while 12 h pH control reached highest
concentrations at 72 h. Conditions; pH 5, 35°C, 167.8 g VS L-1. Error bars represent +/- 1
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In the case of previous work, when the higher maximum lactate accumulation was observed
at a nominal pH of 7 using a 12 h adjustment interval, the actual pH remained below pH 5.5 during
75% of the fermentation(Sakai et al., 2000). The results of multiple experiments have shown a pH
between 5 and 6 to be optimal for lactate accumulation (although optima have been identified in
the alkaline range too) (Akao et al., 2007; Ohkouchi & Inoue, 2006; RedCorn & Engelberth, 2016;
Wu et al., 2015). Therefore, in the prior work, the change in mean pH between 5.5 (12 h adjustment)
and 7 (continuous adjustment) may have impacted lactate accumulation more than the actual pH
control interval. The work at hand demonstrates that continuous pH control improves both lactate
concentration and production rate when applied at pH 5 and 35°C.
The results indicate that continuous pH control does not inhibit lactate accumulation for
fermentation at all nominal pH values. If using discontinuous pH control, it is recommended that
the mean pH value over the time course be recorded and considered in addition to the nominal pH
when interpreting results. In the case of models that include pH adjustment interval as a factor, it
is recommended that these models be compared against models that use mean pH value as a factor
to determine if a better fit to the data may be achieved (Li et al., 2015). Our study demonstrates
that when results are presented for discontinuous versus continuous control they cannot be openly
compared. The method of pH control has a significant impact on lactate production.

3.4.3 Effect of Holding Over Fermentation Broth
Holdover broth is broth from a previous fermentation that is combined with fresh substrate in
the following fermentation. It has the advantage of containing a rich consortium of microbiota
already adapted to the fermentation conditions. The use of holdover fermentation broth, in
combination with high loading rates (>100 g VS L-1), has yet to be evaluated for food waste
fermentations. Semi-continuous fermentations, which are similar and operate with a fraction of
the fermentation broth turned over daily, have been well studied but have yet to be operated at a
loading rate >100 g VS L-1 and or achieve concentrations >40 g L-1 (M.-S. Kim et al., 2016; Li et
al., 2015; Tang et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2015).
To test the effects of holdover fermentation broth, 0.2 L of broth was removed from the control
trial and held over for a subsequent trial to achieve a loading rate of >140 g L-1 VS, composed of
25% holdover. The holdover contained 108 CFU ml-1 of bacteria in comparison to 104 CFU ml-1
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in the original substrate. Therefore, greater than 99% of the bacteria consortium at the start of
fermentation was due to holdover.
The results of the holdover fermentation are shown in Fig. 3. In the first 24 h, holdover trials
out-performed control trials, however after 48 h the control trials exhibited a higher mean
concentration.

Two-way ANOVA confirmed that both time and holdover of solids had a

significant effect (p<0.0001 and p=0.009 respectively). The observed values for the control and
holdover experiments are shown in Table 2.
concentration (at 24 h) decreased by 17%.

When holdover was added the maximum

Despite a lower maximum concentration, the

production rate leading up to max concentration was 18% higher with holdover. These production
rates lag behind those from another batch which was fermented under the same conditions with
the exception of a higher loading rate (results not shown), indicating that the fermentation was
substrate limited. Therefore, it is hypothesized that the enhanced production rate achieved with
holdover could be further improved at a higher loading rate with the effect being explained by the
addition of bacteria that accompany the holdover having additional substrate supply.
To affirm that the increased lactate in the holdover trials prior to 48 h was not solely due to
lactate added with the holdover broth, the yield was calculated correcting for both holdover lactate
and the dilution of the original substrate by the holdover. The results of the yield correction (Fig.
4), follow a similar trend as the mean concentration. Mean yield was highest in holdover trials up
to 24 h, but the control maintained a higher yield from 48 to 72 h. Yields at maximum
concentrations are shown in Table 2. Maximum yields were near significant (p=0.057) with
respect to the holdover of fermentation broth.
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Figure 3.3- Effect of holding over fermentation broth; holdover shows improved production of
lactate prior to 24 hours. From 48 to 72 hrs the effect diminishes and trials without hold over
obtain higher mean lactate concentration. Conditions; pH 5, 35°C, 167.8 g VS
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Figure 3.4- Effect of hold over on the yield of lactate from food waste. The holdover of solids
corresponded with an increase in yield from 0 to 24 hours. After 48 hours the benefits of holding
over fermentation broth diminished. Yield is based on starting volatile
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The results demonstrate that improved production rate from the utilization of holding over the
fermentation broth can be achieved at a high loading rate (>140 g VS L-1). However, they indicate
a tradeoff which was predicted but not yet quantified in food waste fermentations. With the
addition of holdover, substrate is also diluted. The dilution in substrate subsequently reduces the
maximum achievable concentration. The tradeoff could be minimized at higher loading rates,
although likely at the expense of yield.

3.5

Conclusion

Three opportunities exist to achieve improved outcomes when fermenting food waste to lactate.
Refrigeration of samples, rather than freezing samples, improved the production rate in the first
48 h by 8%. It is recommended that refrigeration, rather than freezing samples, be performed in
future experiments. Continuous pH control resulted in both improved production rate by 100%
and improved lactate accumulation by 33%, confirming that there is not necessarily a trade-off
for lactate accumulation when continuous pH control is used in experiments. It is recommended
that continuous pH control be used, however mean pH, in addition to nominal pH, should be
reported in future work when utilizing discontinuous pH control. Holdover of fermentation broth
at high loading rates improved production rate by 18% but was associated with a 17% decrease
in the maximum achievable concentration. The results inform simple opportunities to improve
outcomes and to ensure that food waste to lactate studies are more comparable. Establishing the
most suitable methods for fermentation comparison will help move the field forward by allowing
researchers to build off published studies.
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4.1

Abstract

Glycogen is a chief metabolic storage pool in bacteria performing enhanced biological
phosphorous removal (EBPR), and is a potential resource for the production of bio-based fuels
and chemicals. Quantifying glycogen at full-scale EBPRs is necessary to evaluate viability. To
more fully understand resource potential, both sampling location and lab-scale quantification
methods were compared to ensure suitable assessment. Sampling location, before and after final
clarification, indicated that clarification selects for high glycogen flocs and concentrates
glycogen with respect to solids - in this case by 51%. Two assays were compared for glycogen
quantification of lyophilized sludge; acid treatment (0.9M HCl) and alkaline treatment (5M
KOH) both at 100°C for 3 hours. Alkaline treatment recovered only 58% of glycogen in known
standards versus 96% for acid treatment. The acid method was successfully applied to WAS
from seven different treatment facilities, which ranged from 2.5 to 2.8% of solids as glycogen.
The results represent the first broad survey of glycogen in full-scale EBPR systems and indicates
that it is a modest resource potential.

4.2

Introduction
Glucose is a necessary feedstock for the production of bio-based fuels and chemicals, however

the current sourcing of this glucose from starch-heavy biomass is land and resource intensive.
Municipal wastewater treatment facilities utilizing Enhanced Biological Phosphorous Removal
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(EBPR) contain both phosphorous accumulating and glycogen accumulating organisms (PAOs
and GAOs), both of which store excess carbon as glycogen, a glucose polymer analogous to starch
(Filipe et al. 2001; Maurer et al. 1997; Zeng et al. 2002). The glycogen accumulates within the
mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) during the aerobic phase of EBPR, which is subsequently
settled to form activated sludge, a portion of which is wasted (WAS) (Filipe et al. 2001; Maurer et
al. 1997; Zeng et al. 2002). One envisioned pathway to recover glycogen is sonication induced
rupturing of WAS cells followed by precipitation of glycogen and polyphosphates, which each
precipitate at different alcohol concentrations and could be recovered in tandem (Kulaev et al.
2004; Somogyi 1934). The cell rupturing stage would serve as a pretreatment for the anaerobic
digestion of unrecovered WAS components while the glycogen could be fermented to lactic acid,
succinic acid, or other industrially relevant chemicals (Datta and Henry 2006; Pilli et al. 2011;
Song et al. 2007). The polyphosphates could be used as agricultural fertilizer (de-Bashan and
Bashan 2004). However, glycogen in full-scale EBPR facilities has yet to be quantified to inform
the viability of this, or other recovery processes.
Glycogen has been frequently reported for lab-scale reactors to study the flow of carbon in
cellular metabolism and has ranged from 6-12% of solids when enriched with PAOs versus 29%
of solids when enriched for GAOs (Liu et al. 1997; Zeng et al. 2002). These high glycogen
contents correspond with a high fraction of glycogen storing organisms; 45 to 99% of the bacterial
population have been shown to be PAOs and GAOs cumulatively in experimental reactors
(Oehmen et al. 2005a; b; Pijuan et al. 2005). In contrast, 16 to 27% of the bacterial population is
typically represented by PAOs and GAOs in full-scale operations (Chen et al. 2016; LópezVázquez et al. 2008). The aforementioned experiments demonstrate the potential for appreciable
glycogen reserves at full-scale, however the authors have only been able to locate

six

measurements at full-scale EBPR facilities; all showed glycogen comprised 3% or less of solids
(Lanham et al. 2012, 2013). Measuring glycogen at a broad range of EBPRs is necessary to
enhance knowledge regarding resource potential.
Unlike lab scale reactors, which utilize short batch settling to separate sludge from the bulk
liquid phase, full-scale operations often use continuous-flow final clarification. The effect of final
clarification is important to resource potential because there are two routes for glycogen levels to
change during the final clarification process. First, PAOs have higher specific gravity due to their
polyphosphate accumulation, and flocs with a higher PAO content tend to settle more quickly than
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other sludge (Schuler et al. 2001). A fraction of solids with a settling velocity less than the surface
overflow rate of the clarifier will not be captured in final clarification and may result in
concentrated glycogen.

Second, glycogen may be metabolized or generated during the

clarification process depending on carbon source, dissolved oxygen, and other factors within the
clarifier (Filipe et al. 2001; Gavala et al. 2003; Mino et al. 1995; Zeng et al. 2002). Determination
of whether final clarification can significantly alter sludge glycogen content is important in
assessing resource potential.
Quantifying glycogen at full scale also requires special attention to interference within the
method. In particular, the presence of cellulose, generally not found in lab scale reactors, could
result in a false positive if degraded to monomeric glucose in the glycogen assay. Cellulose has
been found to comprise 35% of influent suspended solids, and 6% of activated sludge solids
(Ruiken et al. 2013; Verachtert et al. 1982). Two assays, either alkaline or acid based, have been
commonly used to measure glycogen and both rely on the final quantification of monomeric
glucose. Using the alkaline method, – traditionally known as Pfluger’s method, but attributable
originally to Claude Bernard – the intracellular glycogen is released via alkaline degradation (5M
KOH at 100°C), followed by ethanol precipitation and hydrolysis of the glycogen for final
quantification of glucose monomers (Chen et al. 2013; Herbert et al. 1971; Liu et al. 1997, 1994,
1996; Wang et al. 2014; Young 1957). A major advantage of the alkaline method is that the
glycosidic bonds of both cellulose and glycogen are largely resistant to alkali treatment. However,
recognized short comings include; 1) strong alkali treatment can lead to some glycogen
degradation and 2) the ethanol washing step may lead to inadvertent discard of glycogen during
transfer (Herbert et al. 1971; Murat and Serfaty 1974). More recently, acid hydrolysis has been
used to degrade cellular material and hydrolyze glycogen to glucose in a single treatment (Bond
et al. 1999; Lopez-Vazquez et al. 2007; Maurer et al. 1997; Pijuan et al. 2005; Smolders et al. 1994;
Whang and Park 2006; Wu and Rodgers 2010). The method has been optimized using 0.9M HCl
at 100°C for 3h for multiple sludge types (Lanham et al. 2012). The acid method is less complex,
however acid treatment is known to degrade cellulose to glucose, and to degrade glucose to
hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) among other products providing multiple avenues for error (Kuster,
1990). The alkaline and acid treatment methods have not been compared against one another or
applied broadly to full-scale treatment systems where cellulose is present.
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The work at hand aims to answer three questions regarding the quantification of glycogen at
full-scale EBPR facilities. First, can final clarification affect the glycogen content of sludge with
respect to solids? This is answered by comparing glycogen concentrations in both MLSS entering
the clarifier and WAS leaving the clarifier at a single EBPR treatment facility. Second, which
glycogen assay, alkaline or acid treatment, is more adept for quantifying the glycogen content of
sludge in a full-scale wastewater treatment facility? This is answered by assaying the quantity and
variance of glycogen in WAS with both alkaline and acid based methods as well as applying the
methods to glycogen and cellulose standards. Third, what is the concentration of glycogen in a
broad range of full-scale EBPR facilities? This is answered by applying the more adept glycogen
assay to a survey of eight wastewater treatment facilities that employ EBPR.

4.3

Materials and Methods

4.4

Comparison of Glycogen in MLSS vs. WAS
To compare the glycogen at sample locations, samples were collected from Clay County

Regional wastewater treatment facility (WWTF) (Zionsville, IN) both after EBPR (MLSS), and
after thickening in final clarification (WAS). MLSS was sampled at the splitter box downstream
of the aeration zone and upstream of the final clarifiers while WAS was sampled immediately
downstream of the pumps which transferred WAS from the clarifiers to anaerobic digesters. These
sampling locations are shown in relation to major WWTP processes in Figure 1. The final
clarifiers operated at a typical overflow rate of 6.5 m2 m-3 d-1(159 gal sqft-1 d-1) and a solids loading
rate of 2.16 kg m-2 h-1 (0.44 lb sqft-1h-1) at the time of sampling. To assess metabolic affects during
settling, MLSS and WAS were sampled into separate 2.5 gallon buckets and kept at ambient
conditions throughout the experiment which was conducted on site at the wastewater treatment
facility; the temperature of WAS and MLSS in the buckets was monitored and remained 21°C
throughout. At the designated times (0, 60, and 120 min), the bucket contents were stirred gently
by hand for 7 seconds to homogenize and re-suspend solids but not introduce significant aeration,
then aliquots of 40 mL were removed and rapidly cooled to 4°C using liquid nitrogen then placed
on ice for transportation to the lab where glycogen content was determined. Glycogen content was
determined using the alkaline treatment method (see Comparison of Alkaline vs. Acid Method for
Glycogen Quantification in Materials and Methods), with the following modifications; 1500g
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centrifugation for 1 min during ethanol precipitation, and a two-stage enzymatic hydrolysis of
glycogen to glucose; Stage 1 - 2h at 80°C & pH 6 for amyloglucosidase followed by Stage 2 - 20h
at 50°C & pH 4.5 for α-amylase. Final analysis of glucose was performed on an HPX-87P column
at 85°C, with DI H2O mobile phase, 20 µl injection, 0.6 mL min-1 flow rate. The resulting glucose
concentration was normalized by dividing by total solids as determined according to standard
method 2540 B (APHA et al. 2012). Results represent triplicate samples from a single batch of
sludge. It was later determined that glycogen recovery could be enhanced through adjustments to
the alkaline method and that this method significantly shortened the life of the HPX-87P column,
resulting in the alkaline method below, however the protocol as reported suffices here for
comparison of MLSS and WAS.
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Figure 4.1- Generalized schematic of EBPR process with WAS and MLSS sampling locations
labeled. Note that each EBPR process in the later of survey of WWTPs differed.
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4.4.1 Comparison of Alkaline vs. Acid Methods method for Glycogen Quantification
4.4.1.1 Collection of Sludge
The comparison was performed on a single batch of WAS from Clay County Regional WWTF
(Zionsville, IN) collected after thickening in final clarification. The sludge was cooled to 4°C by
agitating gently in liquid nitrogen, placed on ice for transportation, centrifuged in 40 mL
aliquots, decanted, and then lyophilized.
4.4.1.2 Chemical Standards
Oyster glycogen was obtained from J.T. Baker (Philipsburg, NJ) and powdered cellulose from
Solvaira Specialties Inc. (Tonawanda, NY).
4.4.1.3 Alkaline Treatment
Alkaline treatment was carried out according to Pfluger’s method (Herbert et al. 1971). Briefly,
700 mg of lyophilized sludge was added to 7mL of 5M KOH to achieve a loading of 100mg mL1

and treated at 100°C for 3h to break down cellular material. Samples were washed by bringing

the ethanol concentration to 67% and centrifuging at 5000g for 5 min three times, followed by
one additional wash/centrifuge at 100% ethanol to purify glycogen. The ethanol was evaporated
over 3h at 67°C. The sample was reconstituted with 14 mL with DI H2O and pH was corrected
to 6 with 0.15M citric acid buffer. Glycogen was hydrolyzed enzymatically to ensure specificity
to glycogen; each sample was incubated for 20h at 50°C and 200rpm with 4µl amyloglucosidase
(Sigma-Aldrich A7095) and 4µl α-amylase (Sigma-Aldrich A7595). Glycogen and cellulose
standards were analyzed using the same procedure as the sludge, all at a concentration of 100 mg
mL-1. Results represent triplicate from a single batch of sludge. Alkaline treatment duration,
centrifugation speed and hydrolysis conditions were all determined to be optimal through
preliminary experimentation with both sludge and glycogen standards.
4.4.1.4 Acid Treatment
Acid treatment was performed according to the “global method” optimized by Lanham et al.
(2012)(Lanham et al. 2012). Briefly, 45 mg of lyophilized sludge was combined with 45mL of
0.9M HCl for a loading of 1 mg mL-1 and digested at 100°C for 3h. Samples were cooled in an
ice bath prior to analysis of glucose concentration. Bathroom tissue, glycogen, and cellulose
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standards were also loaded at 1 mg mL-1. Results represent triplicate samples from a single batch
of sludge, which was the same batch as used for alkaline treatment.
4.4.1.5 Glucose Concentration
Glucose concentration was determined via high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
(Waters 2685 separations module) after centrifuging and filtering, using a Bio-Rad Aminex HPX87H with Cation H de-ashing guard column placed inside the column heating unit and refractive
index detector (Waters 2414) at the following conditions; injection volume: 50 µL, flow rate: 0.6
mL min-1, column temperature: 65°C, detector temperature: 30°C, mobile phase: 0.005M H2SO4.
Each sample was injected once.

The resulting glucose concentration was assumed to be

representative of glycogen unless stated otherwise. Glycogen concentrations were normalized by
dividing by the solids loading determined from weighing the lyophilized sludge.
4.4.1.6 Cellulose Detection
The presence of cellulose in WAS was confirmed by applying the alkaline method with the
addition of a cellulolytic step (8µl Celluclast - Sigma C2730, 50°C, 50rpm, 24h), after ethanol
precipitation and prior to enzymatic glycogen hydrolysis. The additional cellulolytic step
resulted in a 70% increase in glucose measured in the final analysis demonstrating cellulose was
present in significant quantity (p >t = 0.04) and could lead to interference if degraded in a
glycogen assay that uses detection of glucose monomers.
4.4.2 Survey of Glycogen in Full-Scale Wastewater Treatment Facilities
Samples of WAS were collected at each respective treatment facility after the facility’s sludge
thickening process (clarification or filtration). Samples were frozen at the treatment facility,
express shipped on ice packs to the lab, and placed in the freezer until thawed for analysis. Samples
were thawed at 4°C prior to lyophilization and treated according to acid treatment method and
measured via HPLC as stated previously with exception of the solids loading; samples were loaded
at 2 mg mL-1 lyophilized sludge per 45mL because initial results indicated that the optimized
loading of 1 mg mL-1 for acid treatment was inadequate to detect glucose for all treatment facilities.
The increase in solids loading above the optimum of 1 mg mL-1 during the procedure is known to
lead to an underestimate of glycogen in the samples (Lanham et al. 2012). To account for this
underestimation, the “global model” developed by Lanham et al. (2012) was used to develop a
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correction factor. The model predicted an 8% increase in glycogen at 1 mg mL-1 vs. 2 mg mL-1
loadings (both at 0.9M HCl and 3 h treatment), therefore results at 2 mg mL-1 were multiplied by
1.08. Characteristics of wastewater influent and effluent, including BOD, and phosphorous, and
COD, were provided by WWTF staff and correspond to the day that sludge was sampled. In cases
where BOD was not directly measured, it was estimated by dividing COD by 2.1 (Henze et al.
2008).

4.4.3 Statistical Analysis
Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to determine if sampling location (MLSS
collected prior to final clarification and WAS collected after final clarification) and delay in
cooling (0, 60, or 120 min) effected glycogen concentration. The two-way ANOVA also ensured
there were no interaction effects. A t-tests was used to compare glycogen concentrations in acid
and alkaline treatments on WAS as well as glycogen concentrations in alkaline treatments with
and without a cellulytic step. One-way ANOVA was performed to determine if the treatment
facility surveyed had an effect on glycogen concentration. Analysis was performed in JMP 12
(SAS Institute Inc.) with significance determined at the α=0.05 level. Each set of conditions was
tested in triplicate and results were not averaged prior to statistical analysis. Replicate error were
calculated as the difference between the average value of replicates and the observed value of the
individual replicates. Standard error bars on figures were generated according to the formula
√(∑( 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 − 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒)2 )/(𝑛 − 1)/√𝑛 , where n is the number of replicates (SAS Institute Inc.
2009).

4.5

Results and Discussion

4.5.1 Comparison of Glycogen in MLSS vs. WAS
It is unknown whether final clarification significantly affects sludge glycogen content,
therefore MLSS entering the clarifier was tested against WAS exiting the clarifier, each at varying
delays in cooling the sample to simulate metabolic changes in glycogen which may occur during
final clarification. The results, shown in Figure 2, indicate that sampling location has a noted
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effect on the final glycogen content observed. On average, WAS contained 51% more glycogen
(averaged across all delays in cooling). Two-way ANOVA of sludge type and delay to cool
samples down revealed a significant difference between MLSS and WAS (p=0.0002) but no
significant difference in the delay in cooling (p=0.7). There are two potential causes for the
significantly higher glycogen content in the WAS than MLSS. The first potential cause is that
final clarifiers are physically selecting higher glycogen content MLSS because it settles faster,
while the fraction of MLSS that is not captured in final clarification was lower in glycogen
resulting in higher glycogen WAS. This is congruent with previous research, which demonstrates
PAOs settle faster than other bacteria due to high densities of polyphosphates (1.23 g mL-1) and
glycogen (1.26-1.29 g mL-1) (Schuler et al. 2001; Winkler et al. 2011).
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Figure 4.2- Comparison of glycogen content in MLSS and WAS at varied delays in cooling.
Error bars represent ± 1 Standard Error.
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The second potential cause is metabolic; glycogenesis could occur in the final clarifier.
Glycogenesis is expected to be active in the aerobic zone among GAOs and PAOs, and could
continue in the final clarifiers as long as electron acceptors, primarily in the form of oxygen, are
available to convert reducing equivalents to ATP to power glycogen production (Smolders et al.
1994; Zeng et al. 2002). To determine if glycogenesis was active, a delay in sample cooling was
performed to mimic MLSS in the clarifier, but in a batch setting to remove any possible
influence of selection of heavier flocs. The results indicate that in the first 120 min delay in
cooling, there was no significant metabolic changes of glycogen within either MLSS or WAS
(Two-way ANOVA of sludge type and delay to cool down, p=0.7 for delay to cool down).
Therefore, there is no evidence that MLSS continues to generate glycogen in first 120 min of
settling in the final clarifier. The failure to find evidence that glycogen is produced during final
clarification further supports the theory that the clarifier physically selects sludge flocs higher in
glycogen. These results indicate that the location of sludge sampling can significantly impact the
glycogen content of sludge when sampling at full-scale EBPR facilities. Note that these results
represent a single EBPR facility and the degree to which physical selection and glycogenesis
occurs will vary by treatment facility, season, loading, and management practices.

4.5.2 Comparison of Alkaline vs. Acid Methods for Glycogen Quantification
Two dominant methods for quantifying glycogen content in sludge exist; acid treatment
consisting of 0.9 M HCl at 100°C to break down cellular material and hydrolyze glycogen, or
alkaline treatment consisting of 5M KOH at 100°C to breakdown cellular material followed by
ethanol precipitation and, in this case, enzymatic hydrolysis of glycogen (Herbert et al. 1971;
Lanham et al. 2012). In both cases, glycogen levels are indicated by detection of monomeric
glucose. These assays were compared on known standards to determine which recovered more
glycogen, and whether cellulose could lead to practical interference.
The comparison of the acid and alkaline methods on known standards is shown in Figure
3a. The alkaline method demonstrated low glycogen standard recovery, with 58% (std. error =
2.6%) of glycogen recovered on average. As stated previously, both the ethanol washing step and
the severe 5M KOH treatment have been suggested as avenues for glycogen loss (Herbert et al.
1971). When the alkaline treatment was performed with glycogen standard at 5M KOH, but the
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heating at 100°C was omitted, 100% glycogen recovery was possible. As a consequence, the
treatment at 100 ˚C in the presence of 5M KOH was implicated as the major pathway for glycogen
loss rather than the ethanol washing. While significant glycogen standard was not recoverable,
the alkaline treatment did demonstrate minimal interference potential from cellulose. Only, 0.15%
(std. error = 0.004%) of cellulose standard was recorded as glucose in the final assay. Negligible
interference from cellulose is expected given the recalcitrance of cellulose to alkaline degradation
and the ethanol washing step potentially removing any cellulose degraded to monomers during
alkaline treatment.
Meanwhile, the acid treatment recovered 96% (std. error = 1.1%) of the glycogen standard
and only degraded 6% of the cellulose standard, demonstrating high selectively for glycogen and
low interference potential from cellulose. The acid treatment was repeated on commercially
available bathroom tissue with the same loading as the cellulose standard and no degradation of
the toilet paper was detected. Notably, the replicate error in the acid treatment was less than 1%,
which is lower than the 8-17% reported previously for the method (Lanham et al. 2012). The
authors attribute the reduction in error to utilizing increased sample sizes of 45 mg, but at the same
solids loading rate, to dampen differences due to heterogeneity of the sludge; prior work used 2
mg samples (Lanham et al. 2012).
Applying both acid and alkaline treatments to WAS samples yields similar results as the
known standards. As seen in Figure 3b, the acid treatment indicated a sludge glycogen content of
4.3% (std. error = 0.1%), while the alkaline treatment indicated a sludge glycogen content of 0.43%
(std. error = 0.05%). A t-test confirmed the results were significant (p<0.0001).
The acid treatment method captured more of the glucose present in the sample than the
alkaline method while producing less error when applied to known standards as well as actual
sludge samples. Further, the acid method contains fewer steps, and takes 4 h to complete after
lyophilization, whereas the alkaline method takes more than 24 h to complete. Therefore, authors
conclude the acid method is more adept to quantifying glycogen in the sludge from full-scale
EBPRs.
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Figure 4.3- Comparison of Acid and Alkaline Treatments on Cellulose Standard, Glycogen
Standard, and WAS. Error bars represent ± 1 Standard Error.
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The acid method does have drawbacks. Galactose and mannose have been shown to be
present in sludge and could be depolymerized by the acid treatment process leading to interference
(Horan and Eccles 1986). The author’s analysis of known standards indicated that mannose could
be sufficiently resolved from glucose on the HPX-87H column, however interference from
galactose could not be ruled out. Another challenge of applying the acid method is that the low
concentration of glycogen in the full-scale EBPR, combined with the low loading rate of 1mg mL1

in the method, resulted in an HPLC detected concentration near 0.04 g L-1 which is difficult to

discern in the chromatogram. In part, peak resolution was decreased by the tailing of the large salt
peak associated with the 0.9M HCl treatment. In contrast, the alkaline method results in an order
of magnitude greater detectable glucose concentration on HPLC. This is due to the higher loading
rate of solids in the alkaline method. Pairing either acid or the alkaline treatment method with the
Phenol-Sulfuric acid detection method would enable detection at lower concentrations, however
interference from galactose, mannose, and other carbohydrates would certainly occur as the
method does not distinguish between carbohydrates (Dubois et al. 1956). Given the ultimate goal
of assessing the resource potential of specifically the glycogen fraction of WAS, HPLC was
determined to be optimal. Overall, the acid treatment method, paired with HPLC detection, yields
precision and superior recovery of glycogen standards, but results in a low HPLC detected
concentration of extracted glucose from WAS. This is the first comparison of the frequently used
acid and alkaline based glycogen assays.

4.5.3 Survey of Glycogen in Full-scale Wastewater Treatment Facilities
To determine the resource potential of glycogen, the acid treatment method was applied to
eight full-scale EBPR treatment facilities in the United States (Table 1).
The results for the seven facilities with detectable glycogen levels, adjusted for the correction
factor, are shown in Table 1. The results reveal consistent glycogen levels between 2.6 and 2.8%
of solids at all seven facilities.
Despite a narrow range of observed glycogen values, the method yielded a small enough
variance that the difference between facilities was found to be significant (One-way ANOVA,
p=0.0053). It is noteworthy that facilities varied greatly in their influent BOD and phosphorous
loads (shown in Table 1) at the time of sampling, but still had relatively consistent glycogen levels.
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In line with the narrow range of glycogen observed, no statistically significant correlation between
the influent characteristics and sludge glycogen levels was observed.
The glycogen levels observed are far less than the typical 6-12% observed in lab-scale reactors
(measured with the alkaline method) but is in agreement with the 3% or less observed at other
full-scale facilities with the acid method (Lanham et al. 2012, 2013; Liu et al. 1997). This
coincides with the lower representation of PAO and GAO species in full-scale versus lab-scale
reactor sludge observed prior (López-Vázquez et al. 2008; Oehmen et al. 2005a; b).
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Table 4.1- Survey of Glycogen in the WAS of Full-scale EBPR facilities. Glycogen values have been corrected by a factor of 1.08.
Corresponding BOD and phosphorus influent levels and removal rates are provided for context.
Wastewater Treatment Facility

Glycogen

Glycogen

Influent

In WAS

Std Error

(% of TS)

(% of TS)

BOD

Influent

Phosphorous

BOD (mg Removal

Phosphorous

Removal

L-1)

(mg L-1)

(%)

(%)

West Water Reclamation Facility, Elgin, Il

2.7

0.05

164*

98

5.3

86

Sinking Creek WWTP, Murfreesburo, TN

2.8

0.03

160*

99

7.8

78

La Crosse WWTP, LaCrosse, WI

2.5

0.03

390

98

8.7

94

Mauldin Road WRRF, Greenville, SC

2.6

0.06

432

99

15.7

98

Lower Reedy WRRF , Greenville, SC

2.7

0.17

246

99

7.3

97

Columbus WWTF, Columbus, IN

2.7

0.19

361

99

6.1

97

Clay County WWTF, Zionsville, IN

2.6

0.12

353*

98

11.8

96

Note: TS=Total Solids
*Indicates BOD was estimated based on COD
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4.6

Conclusion
Glycogen, an analog to starch, could be potentially extracted from the sludge of EBPR facilities;

however glycogen had yet to be broadly quantified and reported for full-scale EBPRs. A
comparison of glycogen levels in MLSS and WAS indicates that final clarification can
significantly affect the fraction of sludge solids present as glycogen. Two assays, acid and alkaline
treatment based, were compared for the first time in measuring glycogen in sludge. Acid treatment
recovered 96% of glycogen standards versus 58% of glycogen standards for the alkaline treatment.
The acid treatment also exhibited lower variance, demonstrated a low potential interference from
cellulose, and recovered more glycogen from WAS. To detect glycogen at a broader range of
treatment facilities using the acid treatment it was necessary to increase the solids loading rate and
apply a correction factor. Glycogen contents at the seven full-scale EBPRs successfully surveyed
were consistently between 2.6 and 2.8% of solids by weight. This study represents the first survey
of glycogen in WAS at full-scale EBPR facilities.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF A MIXED MICROBIAL,
RHAMNOSE PRODUCING, BIOFILM

5.1

Abstract
Rhamnose is a high value compound used in flavorings, aromatics, and other applications.

Current demand is largely filled by glycolipids from plant based sources, however microbial
based rhamnolipids have been proposed as an alternative source. A mixed microbial community,
seeded from a wastewater treatment plant, was found to produce a high fraction of biofilm mass
as rhamnose when utilizing volatile fatty acid substrate that simulate that produced by an acid
phase digester. The biofilm was characterized based on total carbohydrate production at varying
nutrient levels, individual carbohydrate monomer production from varying organic acid
substrate, and microbial community analysis, based on 16s rRNA. The results indicate biofilm
carbohydrate production was maximized at a C:N ratio of 28, and generally decreased with
increasing nutrient concentration. The production of rhamnose varied significantly based on
carbon substrate; glucose had the greatest yield of rhamnose, followed by Propionic Acid, Lactic
Acid, Acetic Acid, Valeric Acid, then Butyric Acid. Microbial community analysis indicated
previously known rhamnose producing organisms were not present. However, Comamondaceae
represented 17.3% of the community at the family level and is known to contain C-10 hydroxy
fatty acid producers. The presence of putative C10 hydroxy fatty acid producers, and high
rhamnose content, is indicative of rhamnolipid production in the biofilm.

5.2

Introduction
Rhamnose is actively used or has been proposed as a precursor for many high value products,

including flavorings via the maillard reaction (Hofmann and Schieberle, 1997; Lang and
Wullbrandt, 1999; Shaw and Ho, 1989), and the aromatic compound furaneol (Schwab and
Wilfried, 2013). In this capacity, advertised rates for Rhamnose exceed 50 USD Kg-1
(Alibaba.com, 2018). Current demand is filled primarily from plant based glycosides.
Quercitrin and xanthorhamnin, extracted from the bark of oaks (Quercus genera), and Japanese
pagoda (Styphnolobium japonicum) (Ice and Wender, 1952; Walton, 1921), are known
glycosides containing rhamnose. Naringin, from grapefruits, is a rich source of rhamnose, but
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also contains a glucose moiety which tends to complicate rhamnose purification from the
glycoside (Pulley and Harry, 1939). Rhamnose is typically extracted from quercitrin through
acid hydrolysis followed by crystallization (Walton, 1921). This process produces toxic
aromatic compounds, and requires bulky and expensive to transport feedstocks (Linhardt et al.,
1989).
Biofilm exopolysaccharides have been suggested as an alternative source of rhamnose, where
thus far, production has been in the form of glycolipids, often in conjunction with ribose,
glucose, and mannose monomers (Arino et al., 1998; Byrd et al., 2009). These glycolipids have
intrinsic value as biosurfactants but may have greater value as a source for their rhamnose
monomers (Linhardt et al., 1989). Research has demonstrated microbial rhamnose production
from a wide range of waste sources using pure bacterial cultures. These include rhamnolipid
production with varying strains of Pseudomonas aeruginoas from glycerol (Arino et al.,
1996), whey and distillery waste (Sudhakar Babu et al., 1996), corn steep liquor, and molasses
(Patel and Desai, 1997). Pseudomonas aeruginoas is problematic for industrial use because it
is pathogenic (Pollack, 1984). Species of Rhodococcus and Bacillus have also been utilized to
produce glycolipids from waste lubrication oil (Mercadé et al., 1996). These works represent
varying biomass and petroleum waste streams; however mixed microbial production of
rhamnose has yet to be evaluated. Mixed microbial rhamnose production could offer the
opportunity to convert a mixture of waste sources and provide process resilience if those
waste sources vary in time.
It is envisioned that a mixed microbial rhamnose producing biofilm could be paired with
acid phase digestion to enable rhamnose production from varying organic waste streams.
Under this scenario, acid phase digestion serves to degrade waste to a narrow subset of
organic acids; acetic acid, propionic acid, butyric acid, valeric acid, lactic acid and possib ly
traces of glucose (e.g. from food waste hydrolysates). Ratios of these acids are expected to
vary as the input of organics into an acid phase digester changes and it is assumed that a
mixed microbial community could provide more stable rhamnose under feedstock variances
than a pure culture (Marshall et al., 2013). Acid phase digestion is a rapid and well-studied
method for decomposing mixed organic matter into volatile fatty acids and lactic acid (Demirel
and Yenigün, 2002; Dogan and Demirer, 2009; Elefsiniotis and Oldham, 1994; Maharaj and
Elefsiniotis, 2001; RedCorn and Engelberth, 2016; Sakai et al., 2000). The resultant acid broth
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could be fed to a trickling filter to enable biofilm harvest from a solid substratum. Following
harvest, the exopolymers produced through the biofilm can be extracted (Azeredo et al., 1998;
Confer and Logan, 1998; Xie et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 1999).
The goal of the present study was to characterize a mixed culture biofilm that was fed with a
mixture of volatile fatty acids to induce a noticeable increase in rhamnose production. The
biofilm producing culture was developed by seeding a trickling filter with sewage sludge, and
feeding a prescribed mixture of volatile fatty acids and nutrients. The biofilm was characterized
with three responses; 1) total biofilm carbohydrate production at varying nutrient levels, 2)
production of individual carbohydrate monomers as a function of varying ratios of organic acid
substrates common to acid phase digestate, and 3) genus level microbial community composition

5.3

Materials and Methods

5.3.1 Biofilm Culturing
Biofilm was cultured using a Bioflo 110 Bioreactor (New Brunswick Scientific Co., Edison, NJ,
USA). Control of pH, temperature, and feeding of mixed volatile fatty acid nutrients occurred in
a conditioning vessel. Aqueous solution was continuously circulated from the conditioning
vessel to a sprayer at the top of the bioreactor, then allowed to drain back to the conditioning
vessel. The bioreactor consisted of a 5 gallon polypropylene bucket filled with 240g (1442
pieces) extruded polyethylene Bioflo 9 media from Smokey Mountain Biomedia, (Knoxville,
TN) serving as the substratum for biofilm growth. The media sat atop of a polypropylene mesh
for adequate drainage to the conditioning vessel, and an aerator was placed below the mesh for
supply of compressed air or nitrogen at 1 standard liter per min (SLPM), which was confirmed to
achieve oxygen saturation and anaerobic conditions. A clear lid was used on the bioreactor to
allow light in and discourage mold growth. The biofilm culturing setup is shown in Figure 1.

5.3.2 Biofilm Culturing and Harvest
The bioreactor was seeded from a submerged growth reactor (operating at conditions
similar to the trickling filter), that had been seeded with sludge from the enhanced biological
phosphorous removal system of the Clay County Wastewater Treatment Facility (Zionsvillle,
IN). The biofilm reactor was operated for six months with biofilm harvested monthly. The
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bioreactor was operated continuously in a six hour cycle that consisted of two hours anaerobic
(nitrogen gas supplied) and four hours aerobic (compressed air supplied); including 0.35 hours of
feeding at the start and draining at the end of each cycle. The hydraulic retention time (HRT)
was 12 hours and temperature 25°C. The pH was maintained at 6 (+/- 0.1) with 0.9 M HCl and
0.5 M NaOH (output multiplier 0.08).
The feed substrate was a combination of carbon concentrate (6 ml L-1) and micronutrient
concentrate (10.16 ml L-1) with reverse osmosis (RO) water, to achieve a carbon concentration of
600 mg COD L-1. The substrate was adjusted to pH 6 using 4M NaOH and was autoclaved prior
to use. The carbon substrate concentrate consisted of 35 g COD L-1 propionic acid, 25 g COD L1

sodium acetate, 15 g COD L-1 butyric acid, 10 g COD L-1 valeric acid, 10 g COD L-1 lactic acid

and 5 g COD L-1 glucose for a total of 100 g COD L-1. The acid composition was designed to
simulate the composition of an acid phase digestate from sewage sludge (Eastman and Ferguson,
1981), with the addition of lactic acid observed from food waste digestates (RedCorn and
Engelberth, 2016; Sakai et al., 2000) and glucose to replicate starch and cellulose hydrolysates
which are obtainable from waste sources. The nutrient solution concentrate was adapted from
Smolders 1994, and consisted of the following per liter; 14.75 g NH4Cl, 11.6 g MgSO4, 11 g
CaCl2.H2O, 0.1 g yeast extract, 0.79 g EDTA, 0.97 g K2HPO4.3H2O, 0.44 g KH2PO4, 0.12 g
FeCl3.6H2O, 0.012 g H3BO3, 0.002 g CuSO4.5H2O, 0.014 g KI, 0.008 g MnSO4.H2O, 0.004 g
MoO3.2H2O, 0.01 g ZnSO4.7H2O, 0.012 g CoCl2.6H2O (Carvalheira et al., 2014; Smolders et al.,
1994). The resultant concentration was 600 mg COD L-1 at a COD:N ration of 15 by mass).
Biofilm was harvested from the bioreactor at five intervals. Batch A was used for
metagenomic DNA extraction and analysis of microbial community composition, batches B and
C were used to measure the response in carbohydrate production to varying nutrient levels,
batches D and E to measure the response in individual carbohydrate monomer production to
varying types of organic acid being spiked in the substrate.
Biofilm was harvested by placing 50% of the Bioflo media from the bioreactor in 125 ml
Nalgene bottles with 10% PBS solution, agitated on a shaker to loosen biofilm from the media,
then centrifuged at 10000 RCF for 5 min. The floating media was recovered and replaced in the
bioreactor. The remaining biofilm liquid was analyzed for total solids (Standard Methods 2540
B )(APHA et al., 2012) and refrigerated at 4°C until further use. Harvesting the biofilm and
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performing subsequent experiments in submerged culture allowed for greater control on the
loading rate of biofilm.

5.3.3 Total Carbohydrate Response at Varying Nutrient Levels
Trials were carried out in 100 ml volumes in a 300 ml baffled Erlenmeyer flasks consisting
of RO water, harvested biofilm, carbon substrate, phosphate buffer, and nutrient solution
concentrate. Harvested biofilm was vigorously mixed for 2 min to achieve replicable loading,
and measured by volume to achieve a final loading of 300 mg dry biofilm L-1, carbon substrate
was brought to 19.6 mmol C L-1 (700 mg COD L-1), and pH was buffered to 6 with phosphate
buffer (1M Na2HPO4). Nutrient levels varied from zero to 5.63 mmol N L-1 through addition of
nutrient solution concentrate. The baffled flasks were placed in an Innova 44 Incubator (New
Brunswick Scientific) for 12 h at 100 rpm and 25° C. Preliminary tests verified that greater than
90% oxygen saturation was achieved at these conditions.

5.3.4 Individual Carbohydrate Monomer Response to Spiked Organic Acids
Trials were prepared as stated in the “Total Carbohydrate Response at Varying Nutrient
Levels” section with the following exceptions; carbon substrate was brought to 19.6 mmol C L-1
with 20% of the carbon coming from carbon substrate concentrate and 80% of the carbon
coming from a single spiked organic acid or glucose. The spiked organic acids were acetic acid,
propionic acid, butyric acid, valeric acid, or lactic acid. Nutrient levels were brought to 0.7
mmol N L-1 with nutrient solution concentrate. Untreated samples refer to biofilm that was
analyzed directly from the harvested batch and not incubated.
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Figure 5.1 – Fixed film Bioreactor Setup for Biofilm Culturing- Temperature and pH control, as
well as drain and fill of substrate, take place in the conditioning vessel. The circulation pump
conveys aqueous substrate from the conditioning vessel to the bioreactor sprayer, which douses
the Bioflo 9 media substratum, where the biofilm grows. The reactor cycles between anaerobic
and aerobic conditions.
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5.3.5 Metagenomic DNA Extraction and Analysis of Microbial Community Composition
Harvested biofilm (40 ml) was obtained from the reactor after 6 months by agitating the
bioflow media in tap water, then centrifuging at 5000g for 5 min. The culture/biofilm was
centrifuged at 15,000g for 7 minutes and the supernatant was discarded. Metagenomic DNA was
prepared using the DNeasy PowerSoil Kit (QIAGEN, USA) along with the FastPrep 24 5G
homogenizer (MP Biomedicals, USA) as per instructed by the manufacturers. Metagenomic
DNA was also prepped from the original seed culture using the same method. All DNA was
stored at -20° C until further analysis. DNA concentration and quality was assessed using
spectrometry (260 OD and 260/280 OD ratio, respectively) on an NanoPhotometer (Implen
NP80, Los Angeles, California).
The microbial community was then identified by amplifying and sequencing the V4-V5
region of the 16S rRNA gene from the metagenomic DNA (primers: forward - 5’
GTGYCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA 3’, and reverse - 5’ CCGYCAATTYMTTTRAGTTT 3’)
(Parada et al., 2016).
The complete PCR mixture contained PCR-grade water (36.5 μl), Phusion polymerase (0.5
μl), and HF Phusion buffer (10 μl), forward primer (10 μM, 1.0 μl), reverse primer (10 μM, 1.0
μl), and template DNA (1.0 μl) in a total reaction volume of 50 μl. The PCR amplification run
conditions were: 98°C for 0.5 min; 35 cycles of 98°C for 15s, 50°C for 30s, and 72°C for 60s;
72°C for 10 min, and then a 4°C hold. The samples were run and differentiated using unique 8bp tagged forward primers and 8-bp tagged reverse primers as suggested by the manufacturer
(Illumina). Pooled amplicons were then sequenced on a multiplexed 2- by 250-bp Illumina
MiSeq paired end sequencing run at the Purdue Genomics facilities. Sequences were analyzed
using the QIIME pipeline version 1.8 (Caporaso et al., 2010) following quality filtering. The
operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were assigned using the “pick open reference OTU” option
with the Greengenes data set (version 13_5) (McDonald et al., 2012) for assigning taxonomy to
the representative OTUs.
5.3.6 Analytical Techniques
5.3.6.1 Total Carbohydrates in Biofilm –
Total carbohydrates were measured using the phenol-sulfuric acid method against a
glucose standard in 0.9M HCl (Dubois et al., 1956; Nielsen, 2010). Samples were drawn directly
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from flasks during or at the end of the trial, and then measured directly in triplicate via the
phenol-sulfuric acid method.
5.3.6.2 Carbohydrate monomers in Biofilm
Contents of the flask were centrifuged at 5000g for 10 min, decanted, frozen at -80° C then
lyophilized. Biofilm was treated with 1 ml 0.9M HCl mg-1 lyophilized biofilm, for 3 hours at
100˚C to produce a biofilm hydrolysate (Lanham et al., 2012). Hydrolysate was filtered at
0.2μm for analysis via high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), with an Aminex HPX87H column (Bio-Rad, Hercules, California) installed on a 2695 separations Module with a 2414
refractive index detector (Waters Corp., Milford, Massachusetts) using 0.005 M H2SO4 mobile
phase at 0.6 mL min-1. Secondary confirmation of carbohydrate monomers was provided by
neutralizing samples with NaOH and CaCO3 and analyzing on a Aminex HPX-87P column (BioRad, Hercules, California) using water mobile phase at 0.6 ml min-1.

5.3.6.3 Polyhydroxyalkanoates in Biofilm
Polyhydroxybutyrate and polyhydroxyvalerate were measured to determine allocation of
carbon to storage alternate biofilm storage pools. Contents of the flask were harvested and
biofilm lyophilized the same as for individual carbohydrate analysis. Lyophilized biofilm (20
mg) was combined with 2 ml chloroform and 2 ml of acidified methanol (3% H2SO4 v/v) placed
in glass crimp top vial using rubber seals and treated at 100°C for 2 h to digest and esterify
samples. The samples were cooled to room temperature, vials opened, and an equivalent volume
of distilled water added to remove debris, then allowed to stand for an hour for phase separation.
The bottom chloroform phase was pippetted into a 1.5 ml centrifuge tube with 0.25 g sodium
sulfate and vortexed to dry the sample then pipetted again to a GC vial. Analysis was performed
by gas chromotography with a DB-5 column and flame ionization detector (FID) using a 3µl
injection, 1.5 ml min-1 helium as a carrier and split injection of 1:15. The FID was operated at
300°C, and an injection port temperature of 250°C. The oven temperature was 80°C for 1 min
then ramped up to 120°C at 10°C min-1 followed by an increase to 270°C at 45°C min-1 and held
at 270°C for 3min (Oehmen et al., 2005). A 7:3 R-3-hydroxybutyric acid:R-3-hydroxyvaleric
acid copolymer (Sigma-Aldrich) served as standard.
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5.3.6.4 Carbon Substrate in Aqueous Phase
Samples were filtered at 0.2 μm for analysis on HPLC (column, setup, and conditions used
were identical to those listed for biofilm carbohydrates). Total carbon substrate represents the
sum of lactic, acetic, propionic, butyric, and valeric acids as well as glucose.
5.3.6.5 Ammonium –
Samples were filtered at 0.2µm, then combined with an equal part 0.4M NaOH to increase
pH to 12 and convert to ammonia. Readings were taken using an Orion 9512 ammonia probe
(Thermo-Scientific) and determined against ammonium chloride standard.
5.3.6.6 Nitrates –
Samples were filtered at 0.2µm, then 0.8 ml was combined with 0.2 ml of 0.25M HCl and
absorption read at 220 nm according to standard method 4500-NO3- B (APHA et al., 2012).
KNO3 was used as a calibration standard.
5.3.7 Statistical Analysis
Two-way ANOVA was used to detect significant differences in total carbohydrate
production from batch and varied nutrient loadings, and significant differences the production of
specific carbohydrate monomers from batch and varied type of substrate. Tukey honestly
significant difference (HSD) was used to perform pairwise comparisons of specific carbohydrate
monomer production due to varying spiked substrates. Linear regression analysis was used to
analyze response in total carbohydrates to varying nutrients as well as analyze the correlation
between production of PHAs and carbohydrates. All analysis was performed in JMP 12 (SAS
institute Inc.).

5.4

Results and Discussion

5.4.1 Total Carbohydrate Response at Varying Nutrient Levels
Limitations of nitrogen, or other nutrients, in the presence of excess carbon is widely known
to lead to carbohydrate production and storage among microbial communities. Nutrient levels
were varied in the presence of biofilm to determine the impact on carbohydrate production
during a 12 h incubation of harvested biofilm. The results, shown in Figure 2, indicate a general
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decrease in carbohydrate production with increasing nutrient concentration. A line was fit to the
data (% carbohydrate increase=0.60-0.05*Nitrogen concentration (mmol – N/L)) and indicated
that the nitrogen concentration was an effective predictor for carbohydrate production (p=0.02)
even when batch was not controlled for. Two-way ANOVA, accounting for batch and nutrient
concentration, showed both to have a significant effect on carbohydrate concentration (Batch
p<0.0001, Nutrient concentration p=0.0088).
While an overall inverse correlation between carbohydrate production and nutrient
concentration was determined, the data indicates that minimal nitrogen can enhance carbohydrate
production. The maximum carbohydrate concentration in biofilm was seen at 0.7 mmol N L-1
corresponding with a C:N ratio of 28. At this nutrient level biofilm was 0.39 g carbohydrate g-1
biofilm, and an average 75% increase in carbohydrates was observed over the incubation. This
increase varied significantly between batches with a 41% increase among batch B and a 109%
increase among batch C corresponding with the significance of batch in the two-way ANOVA.
These results are aligned with prior research on pure cultures that demonstrated increased
rhamnose production at nutrient limiting conditions (Ochsner et al., 1995; Syldatk et al., 1985).
The optimum C:N ratio of 28 observed here, is within the range of the optimum C:N ratios of 18
to 38 observed for rhamnolipid production prior for pure cultures (Guerra-Santos et al., 1984;
Ramana and Karanth, 1989). Note that in the present work, nitrogen was a proxy for overall
non-carbon nutrient concentration. All nutrients, other than carbon, were kept at equivalent
ratios to each other when nutrient levels were varied in this experiment. Therefore, the present
work cannot definitively state that nitrogen was the limiting nutrient associated with
carbohydrate production. Prior work has demonstrated that glycolipid production can be
improved by limiting the salts magnesium, calcium, potassium and sodium (Guerra-Santos et al.,
1986) as well as iron (Ramana and Karanth, 1989).
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Figure 5.2- The rate of carbohydrate increase in biofilm at varying starting nutrient (non-carbon)
concentrations (biofilm batch B and C, 12 h incubation). The starting nutrient concentration is
represented by the nitrogen levels. Overall, carbohydrate production in the biofilm decreased
with increasing nutrient levels, however carbohydrate production does increase with nutrient
levels nutrient levels <0.7 mmol-N L-1). Error bars represent +/-1 standard error from the mean.
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Carbon and nitrogen flux over time were analyzed at the optimum nitrogen concentration
of 0.7 mmol L-1. The results, shown in Figure 3, indicate that the carbon substrate was fully
consumed within the 12 h of the experiment. Overall yields of carbohydrate were 0.12 mmol-C
per mmol-C substrate for batch B and 0.23 for batch C. Despite a mixed culture sourced from
sewage sludge oxidation of ammonia to nitrate was not discernable, although the detectable
presence of nitrate indicates some ammonia oxidation as all nitrogen was provided in the form of
ammonium chloride. The nitrate was likely introduced with the addition of the biofilm in the
trial and may have developed during biofilm storage. Minimal nitrate is concurrent with the
failure to detect Nitrosomonas or Nitrospira genera during the microbial community analysis; the
genera constitute the most widely known of ammonia oxidizing bacteria (Ward et al., 2008).
The minimal detectable nitrate also suggests the ammonium was being sequestered by the
biofilm.
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Figure 5.3- Flux of carbon and nitrogen in the reactor over time (Nitrogen loading of 0.7 mmolN L-1, batch B & C). Error bars represent +/-1 standard error from the mean.
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5.4.2 Individual Carbohydrate Monomer Response to Spiked Organic Acids
The ability of a mixed microbial biofilm to produce rhamnose from acid phase digestate
is dependent on its ability to respond to changes in the acid phase digestate which may occur as
waste streams vary. To characterize rhamnose and other carbohydrate monomer production in
varying substrate, the substrate was spiked such that 80% of the carbon was provided by a single
acid or glucose. The results are presented in Figure 5.
Rhamnose, glucose, and ribose were consistently detected among biofilm hydrolysates.
All three were confirmed by elution at the same time as known standards on both the HPX-87H
column as well as the HPX-87P column, adding confidence to their identification. Rhamnose
and ribose content increased in all incubated samples, while glucose stayed relatively consistent.
Carbon substrate significantly affected rhamnose and ribose production but did not significantly
affect glucose production. This was confirmed by two-way ANOVA accounting for batch and
carbon substrate; the results failed to indicate batch was a significant determination of difference
in the production of each carbohydrate monomer while spiked substrate did have a significant
impact on the production of Rhamnose (p=0.0014) and Ribose (p=0.002), but not glucose
(p=0.25). Galactouronic acid, glucouronic acid, xylose, galactose, arabinose and mannose are all
common constituents of biofilms (Horan and Eccles, 1986; Zhang et al., 2015) but were not
detected on the HPX-87H column.
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Figure 5.4 - Response in biofilm carbohydrate monomer composition when 80% of the carbon
substrate was from the spiked substrate (Batch D & E, 12 h, 19.6 mmol C L-1 substrate).
Pairwise comparisons (Tukey HSD) were performed within each carbohydrate monomer;
monomer composition responses not connected by the same letter are significantly different.
HAc= Acetic Acid, HLa = Lactic Acid, HPr = Propionic Acid, HBu = Butyric Acid, HVa =
Valeric Acid. Error bars represent +/-1 standard error from the mean.
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Spiking glucose in the carbon substrate lead to significantly higher rhamnose and ribose
concentrations, but not a significant increase in glucose monomers in the biofilm as shown by the
Tukey HSD pairwise comparison in Figure 4. This indicates that glucose is metabolized rather
than directly polymerized into the biofilm matrix. Overall, rhamnose ranged from 8% of
biofilm, when butyric and valeric acid were spiked, to 24% of biofilm when glucose was spiked.

Table 5.1 - Yields of products from based on carbon substrate provided. All yields are net
mmol-C produced per mmol-C substrate provided. where 80% of the carbon substrate was from
the spiked substrate (averaged between Batch D & E, 12 h, 19.6 mmol C L-1 substrate).
Spiked
Substrate

Rhamnose
Yield

Glucose
Yield

Ribose
Yield

Total
Sugar
Yield

PHB
Yield

PHV
Yield

Total
PHA
Yield

Acetic Acid
Lactic Acid
Propionic
Acid
Butyric
Acid
Valeric
Acid
Glucose

0.021
0.031

-0.001
-0.002

0.024
0.039

0.044
0.069

0.023
0.009

0.003
0.006

0.026
0.015

0.037

0.002

0.046

0.084

0.013

0.010

0.023

0.017

-0.005

0.015

0.027

0.020

0.031

0.050

0.021
0.089

-0.004
0.002

0.018
0.099

0.035
0.190

0.006
0.012

0.000
0.001

0.007
0.013

The yields of each carbohydrate monomer, as the spiked carbon substrate was varied, is
shown in Table 1. The higher yields of glucose versus. other fatty acids is congruent with known
pathways in which rhamnose requires a glucose starting point. Rhamnose is typically produced
as a d-TDP-L-Rhamnose and glucose, in the form of glucose-1-phosphate, is the entry point in
the d-TDP-L-Rhamnose synthesis pathway (Allard et al., 2001). Alternatively mannose is the
entry point into the GDP-D-Rhamnose synthesis pathway (Webb et al., 2004). In both cases,
precursor hexoses are needed to enter into the pathway, indicating that gluconeogenesis and the
TCA cycle are needed when the biofilm is utilizing volatile fatty acids or lactic acid as a carbon
substrate. Gluconeogenesis requires heightened levels of ATP which must be generated by
burning additional carbon in the TCA cycle. Acetic acid (via oxaloacetate), propionic acid (via
oxaloacetate or pyruvate) and lactic acid (via pyruvate) all have minor conversion needed to
enter the gluconeogenesis pathway(Gottschalk, 1986). The shorter path to glucose may explain
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why acetic, propionic, and lactic acid had higher rhamnose yields than valeric and butyric acid,
although higher rhamnose was not confirmed to be statistically significant in all cases. Valeric
and butyric acid would likely undergo extra steps in beta oxidation to be converted to acetylCoA or propionyl-CoA (Clark, 1981).
The results indicate that food waste hydrolysates could be a usable feedstock for the
mixed microbial community. Food waste has been found to range from 14 to 65% carbohydrates
by dry matter with up to 93% of carbohydrates as glucans (Akao et al., 2007; RedCorn and
Engelberth, 2016; Sakai et al., 2003). Additionally, food waste also has a high C:N ratio,
approximated to be 14 in one instance (Akao et al., 2007). Overall, food waste hydrolysates
could be a good input for making higher value rhamnose, with volatile fatty acids and lactic acid
formed during food waste transport and collection also consumable.
The presence of rhamnose, glucose, and ribose in biofilms has been demonstrated before
in the glycolipids of Cellulomonas cellulans feeding on glycerol and n-hexadecane (Arino et al.,
1998). The monomers here have not been conclusively associated with lipids, nor was
Cellulomonas cellulans detected in the microbial community analysis.
In addition to carbohydrate production, there was also significant polyhydroxyalkanoate
(PHA) production, as indicated by the presence of β-hydroxybutyrate and β-hydroxyvalerate
monomers in Figure 5. Overall, PHA could not be associated as a trade off with carbohydrate
production. Carbohydrate production and PHA production were inversely correlated, however
the correlation was poor (R2= 0.12, p=0.28). Only when glucose and valeric acid are omitted, is
the tradeoff between carbohydrates and PHAs significant (R2= 0.514, p=0.045). While clear
trends were not discernable between PHAs and carbohydrates, they were discernable within
carbohydrates. Rhamnose and ribose production were positively correlated with each other with
near equal parts of rhamnose and ribose produced despite the substrate being spiked; the line of
best fit being Net Rhamnose (g/g biofilm) = 1.05*Net Ribose-0.003 (R2=0.96, p=<0.0001).
These results suggest a common pathway in the production of rhamnose and ribose may be
present.
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Figure 5.5 - Response in biofilm monomer composition when 80% of the carbon substrate was
from the spiked substrate (Batch D & E, 12 h, 19.6 mmol C L-1 substrate). HAc= Acetic Acid,
HLa = Lactic Acid, HPr = Propionic Acid, HBu = Butyric Acid, HVa = Valeric Acid. All results
are presented as a percent of the dry biofilm content at the start of the incubation. Error bars
represent +/-1 standard error from the mean.
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5.4.3 Microbial Community Analysis
The microbial community was analyzed to the genus level to determine if prior known
rhamnose members were present. In prior work on the microbial production of rhamnose
Pseudomonas (Arino et al., 1996; Byrd et al., 2009; Syldatk et al., 1985), Cellulomonas (Arino
et al., 1998), Rhodococcus and Bacillus (Mercadé et al., 1996) genera have been identified as
rhamnose producers. These genera were not found in the present culture, indicating a unique
rhamnose producing culture was developed here. The relation of this culture to prior known
rhamnose producers is only modestly established at the family level. In this culture,
Pseudomonadales family, which includes the Pseudomonas genus found prior, accounted for
0.7% of amplified DNA, and Nocardiaciae, which includes the Rhodococcus genus found prior,
accounted for 0.01% of amplified DNA. Overall, this community contains yet to be identified
rhamnose producing members.
The community makeup is shown in Figure 6. The most prevalent family,
Comamonadaceae, comprised 17.2% of the community. This family is well characterized and
contains 29 known genera. Despite this, 6.2% of the community belonged to genera within
Comamonadacae that remain poorly characterized. However, Acidovorax (4.2% of the
community), Hylemonella (3.7% of the community) and Comamonas (2.1% of the community)
were successfully identified in this community at the genus level. The Camamonadaceae family
is phenotypically diverse, however longer chain fatty acid production (C16 to C18) and C10
hydroxy fatty acid production are common in the family (Willems, 2014). Hydroxydecanoate
production (C10 hydroxy fatty acid) is also a common lipid moiety in rhamnolipid production
(Arino et al., 1998; Zhu and Rock, 2008) supporting the theory that rhamnolipid production is
occurring in this community.
The family Cryomorphacae was the second most common family, represented by 9.6%
of the community. The family includes the fluviicola genus which is known to thrive in
environments rich in organic acids (Bowman, 2014). The Cryomorphacae family is known to
produce glycolipids (Bowman, 2014) with fluviicola.taffensis(Muramatsu et al., 2012) and
Fluviicola kyonggii (Dahal and Kim, 2018) as producers whose glycolipids or aminoglycolipids
have yet to be characterized. As of yet, only one other member of the genera, Fluviicola
hefeinensis, has been identified, and was found present in wastewater streams(Yang et al., 2014).
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Figure 5.6 - Microbial Community Analysis. Areas represent percentage of 16s ribosomal rRNA genes detected within the amplified
DNA. In certain instances, the family or genus remains poorly characterized and could not be identified more specifically. Amplifed
DNA that could not be assigned to any family or genus (16% of total amplified DNA) has been omitted. Eighty eight families and
178 genera were identified that represented less than 1% of amplified DNA each.
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Chitinophagaceae was the third most common family constituting 8% of the
community at the family level, with a poorly characterized genus constituting 7.2% of the
community at the genus level. Interestingly, members of this family typically degrade βglycosidic bonds including chitin and cellulose(Rosenberg, 2014). The high prevalence
of this family is notable since only monomeric glucose and organic acids were provided
as carbon sources in the present work.
The microbial community is also notable for organisms that are not present.
Glycogen accumulating organisms (GAOs) and phosphorous accumulating organisms
(PAOs) which are commonly found in EBPR facilities like that which the original seed
culture came from, and thrive conditions that alternate between aerobic and anaerobic
(Lopez-Vazquez et al., 2009) were not detected in the microbial community analysis.
Specifically, GAOs are often seen to be more prevalent above 20°C and below pH 7
(Lopez-Vazquez et al., 2009, 2007; Whang and Park, 2006). Here, conditions of 25°C
and pH 6 were used for culturing, however none of the known GAO genera were
observed including Defluviococcus (Burow et al., 2007; Dai et al., 2007), Candidatus
Competibacter denitrificans and Candidatus Contendobacter odensis (Mcilroy et al.,
2013). Some of the genera that were found to dominate the culture have been known to
outcompete GAOs.
The Zoogloea genus accounted for 5.6% of amplified DNA. Zoogloea, part of the
Rhodocyclaceae family, are well documented to outcompete GAOs within enhanced
biological phosphorous removal (EBPR) facilities (Fang et al., 2002; Montoya et al.,
2008), which is where the seed sludge for the biofilm was originally sourced.
Specifically Zoogloea ramigera has been known to thrive in conditions of high organic
acids, and to produce excessive exocellular polymeric material (Montoya et al., 2008;
Parsons and Dugan, 1971), concurrent with the cultivation conditions and observations
made here. In addition to Zoogloea, the Comamonadaceae family (Comamonas
testosterone) Xanthomonadaceae family (Xanthomonas maltophilia) have been known to
outcompete GAOs (Fang et al., 2002). Outcompetition of GAOs has typically occurred
at a high COD:N ratio of 40:1 (mg:mg) (Fang et al., 2002), but also occurred here at 6 mg
COD per mg.
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5.5

Conclusion
The characterized biofilm indicates, for the first time, that a high a concentration of

rhamnose (8-25% of biofilm) is achievable in mixed microbial biofilms feeding on
volatile fatty acids and glucose. The carbohydrate production was maximized at a C:N
ratio of 28 or 0.7 mmol N L-1 and generally decreased with increasing nutrient
concentration. The production of rhamnose varied significantly based on carbon
substrate; glucose had the greatest yield of rhamnose, followed by propionic acid, lactic
acid, acetic acid, valeric acid, then butyric acid. Rhamnose production was heavily
correlated with ribose production (R2=0.96). The biofilm does not contain previously
known rhamnose producing organisms. However, Comamondaceae represented 17.3%
of the community at the family level and is known to contain C-10 hydroxy fatty acid
producers. The presence of putative C10 hydroxy fatty acid producers, and high
rhamnose content, is indicative of rhamnolipid production in the biofilm.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1

Conclusions
The conversion of food waste to lactic acid was studied to inform opportunities to

improve the conversion by altering secondary factors. Refrigeration of samples, rather
than freezing samples, improved the production rate in the first 48 h by 8%. It is
recommended that refrigeration, rather than freezing samples, be performed in future
experiments. Continuous pH control resulted in both improved production rate by 100%
and improved lactate accumulation by 33%, confirming. It is recommended that
continuous pH control be used. Holdover of fermentation broth at high loading rates
improved production rate by 18% but was associated with a 17% decrease in the
maximum achievable concentration.
The quantification of glycogen in waste activated sludge was undertaken to
inform the resource potential of extracting glycogen as a feedstock for bioprocessing.
It was shown that WAS has greater glycogen content than MLSS per unit solids at the
single WWTF analyzed, and the acid treatment assay recovers greater glycogen than the
alkaline treatment (96% for acid vs. 58% for alkaline treatment), while exhibiting low
interference potential from cellulose. Overall, the results indicate glycogen extraction
from wastewater sludge exhibits modest potential. Although financial analysis of
purifying glycogen was not performed, less than 3% of waste activated sludge solids
were present as glycogen indicating that economic extraction would depend on
simultaneous extraction of co-products (e.g phosphorous recovery), or on increasing
glycogen concentration within enhanced biological phosphorous removal facilities.
Finally, a mixed microbial rhamnose producing biofilm was characterized to
inform it’s potential to convert acid phase digestate to rhamnose. The characterized
biofilm indicates, for the first time, that a high a concentration of Rhamnose (8-25% of
biofilm) is achievable in mixed microbial biofilms feeding on volatile fatty acids and
glucose. The carbohydrate production was maximized at a C:N ratio of 28 and the
production of rhamnose varied significantly based on carbon substrate; glucose had the
greatest yield of rhamnose at 9% of carbon converted to rhamnose. The biofilm did not
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contain prior known rhamnose producing organisms. However, the Comamondaceae was
heavily present, and are known to contain C-10 hydroxy fatty acid producers, which
indicates rhamnose may be produced in the form of rhamnolipids.

6.2

Future Work in Glycogen Production from Mixed Microbial Biofilms
It was hypothesized that increasing glycogen content depended on higher loading

rates of carbon substrate concentration. However, glycogen accumulating organisms
were out competed at higher loading rates by organisms including members of the
Rhodocyclaceae (which includes Zoogloeae), Comamonadaceae and Xanthomonadaceae
families, compromising glycogen production. This is congruent with prior results (Fang
et al., 2002; Montoya et al., 2008; Parsons and Dugan, 1971) and was observed here
when a rhamnose producing biofilm was inadvertently developed instead of glycogen
accumulating culture. Overall, many challenges remain to achieving glycogen
production in a mixed microbial environment. Conversion to a pure culture would
require filtering of influent feedstocks to keep out unwanted organisms and may reduce
community resilience as waste feedstocks vary. Furthermore, only the Defluviocococcus
vanus Ben 114, has been successfully isolated among GAOs (Maszenan et al., 2005).
Therefore, isolation of these organisms also remains a barrier to the microbial conversion
of waste feedstocks to glycogen.

6.3

Future Work in Rhamnose Production from Mixed Microbial Biofilm
Alternatively, microbial communities feeding on volatile fatty acids exhibit the

potential to produce higher value compounds than glycogen. In the work at hand,
rhamnose was produced from a mixture of volatile fatty acids and glucose in appreciable
concentration (between 8 and 20% dry weight). This production increased as nutrients
were more limited. The ideal COD:N ratio of 71 (mg:mg) (C:N ratio of 28 ) observed is
unlikely to be achieved by the acid phase digestion of primary sludge alone. Primary
sludge acid phase digestate (COD:N of 14 (mg:mg))(Eastman and Ferguson, 1981)
should be mixed with that of food waste hydrolysates or digestates (COD:N 176
(mg:mg)(RedCorn and Engelberth, 2016) to achieve a suitable COD:N ratio. This
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COD:N ratio could also be improved by loading higher carbon waste sources into acid
phase digestion, including lactic acid based polymers. Polylactic acid has been shown to
be degradable in thermophilic anaerobic conditions, albeit at a slow rate (>30
days)(Itävaara et al., 2002).
Key gaps remain in characterizing rhamnose production in the mixed microbial
biofilm study. First, it is unknown whether rhamnose production was in part a response
to removing biofilm from substratum ahead of running incubations. Rhamnose is known
as a biofilm moiety produced during the colonization of new surfaces, as shown by
curing of plasmids that contain genes for rhamnose production (Frank et al., 2015a,
2015b; Giraud and Naismith, 2000; Michael et al., 2016). Removing the biofilm from
their Bioflo 9 media substratum, to run incubations with varying nitrogen content and
varying spiked acids with the biofilm in suspension, could have played a role in
triggering rhamnose production. This could be confirmed by running controls still
attached to the Bioflo media, although controlling biofilm loading rates may present
challenges.
Another area of future work is confirming that the rhamnose detected is being
produced as a moiety in rhamnolipids. Rhamnolipids are a well-documented form of
rhamnose among biofilms (Arino et al., 1996; Mercadé et al., 1996; Patel and Desai,
1997; Sudhakar Babu et al., 1996). This can be determined initially by running GC-MS
on existing samples that extracted and hydrolyzed PHAs, but looking for longer chain
hydroxyacid lipid moieties. In particular, hydroxydecanoate has been shown to be a
common constituent of microbial rhamnolipids (Zhu and Rock, 2008). GC-MS from acid
can only prove that the lipid moiety is part of the biofilm matrix and does not necessarily
confirm a rhamnolipid. Conventionally, rhamnolipids have been extracted by
deprotienation (high heat), acidification with HCl, and then extraction with ethyl acetate
to better confirm the entire compound (Arino et al., 1996; Zhu and Rock, 2008). An
Hypersil C18 column has been used to separate the individual glycolipids (Arino et al.,
1996). Furthermore, radioactive labeled substrates could be used to confirm the
conversion of different acids to rhamnolipids.
Finally, indication of which members of the community are contributing to
rhamnose production could enhance understanding of the origins of the molecule and
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lead to a better understanding of microbial pathways for production from the volatile
fatty acid substrate. This could be achieved by continuing culturing at the C:N ratio that
maximized carbohydrate production and determining which organisms proliferate beyond
the original culture. Microbial community comparison of the final culture, and that of the
mixed microbial community could elucidate rhamnose producing members. If rhamnose
is determined to play a role in substratum colonization, this could also be used as a
selection factor for rhamnose producers. In this scenario, multiple iterations of
centrifuging biofilm from the Bioflo 9 media, then allowing for recolonization of a fresh
Bioflo 9 media could select for rhamnose producers. The high rhamnose producer
community could then be compared to the prior community, via 16s ribsosomal rRNA, to
determine which organisms increased in presence.
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